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Police issue warning after assaults
By Ryan Adair
Managing/News Editor
After a series of vicious attacks against young
women trnveling alone, a warning has been issued
for the Wicker Park area of Chicago. The assaults
have taken place in the vicinity of the Chicago
Transit Authority's Damen Blue Line stop.
Police are unsure if the random assaults were
committed by the same suspect who recently
attacked and robbed a 23-year-old, female
Columbia student in the deserted CTA station on
North and Damen. The attack took place on
Thursday, March I, during the late night hours. The
victim was attempting to exit the el station, when
she was unexpectedly jumped by the suspect in
question. The woman, although beaten, was able to
thwart her attacker's attempts to sexually assault
her.
Two similar assaults have taken place within the
past three months, the ftrSt on Dec. 22, on the 1800
block ofW. Evergreen. The victim in that case was
a 28-year-old woman, who was returning to her residence and was attacked as she unlocked her front
door. The woman was dragged to a secluded area
and sexually assaulted.
The second attack occurred in the early morning
hours of Feb. 7, when a 23-year-old woman was
walking on the II 00 block of North Milwaukee

Avenue. The assailant approached her from behind
and struck the victim with a broken piece of concrete. He then proceeded to sexually assault her.
At this point, police are reluctant to confirm
whether the series of attacks have been perpetrated
by the same suspect. In each case, however, the
assailant is still at large.
In what police are calling a possible unrelated
case, another woman reported being sexually
assaulted while walking from the Clinton Street
Blue Line station, o n the evening of Monday,
March 5. According to the women, a man forced
her at gunpoint into a car in a nearby parking lot and
proceeded to sexually assault her.
The suspect in the Wicker Park assaults is
described as an African-American male with a
medium complexion, medium build, 5' I 0" and in
his early to mid 30s. The suspect was also reported
to have been wearing a puffy gray jacket.
Despite the similarities of the cases, police stress
that these incidents are not the work of the same
suspect who had been assaulting lone Asian women
on the Blue Line in recent months.
Since the community alert has been issued, police
caution people to use common sense when in these
areas of the city.
"Women who are alone need to always be on their
guard," a Chicago Police spokesperson told the
Chronicle. " If possible, try not to be alone; travel
with another person to ensure safety."

Columbia student creates infidelity-busting Web site
Cheaters beware, 'Ubby' is coming to catch you! Student gains national recognition with lnfidelitybusters.com
By Angela
Staff Writer

nmrnons

Do you have a significant other but still find yourself
cruising the Internet looking for some online action? No
harm no foul, right? Well, consider yourself warned,
cyber cheaters, "Libby the Lust-Buster" is patrolling the
information super highway and she just might be working for your spumed loved one.
"Libby" is the mascot of lnfidelitybusters.com, a site
founded by Columbia broadcast journalism student
Elizabeth Field who takes on this lust-busting persona
when working for clients who are driven to her site by a
suspicion that their partners are getting frisky on the
web.
For $50, an Infidelity busters.com client provides a profile of the "target'' which includes what time this person
is usually online, interests, hobbies, all information Field
can use to create an AOL profile and a screen name like
"hotbootie," that would be amenable to the alleged
scoundrel.

Then the attack. Using instant messaging and email,
she' ll contact the target and a steamy chatting session
usually ensues quickly. Field says, " Some of these
things tha.t the guys wi ll say to someo ne they don't know
is unreal. It is very sexual." When the target takes the
bait, the trnnscripts are then provided to her client. Her
job is finished.
Field attributes the inspiration for her plunge into ecommerce to a friend's romance that had gone sour. Her
friend was dating frequently on the Internet and had met
a man named Bobby. The two exchanged pictures, they
arranged a meeting, and the virtual romance became a
reality.
Then according to Field, "He started to show the signs
of someone who was maybe becom ing disinterested in
her." One night Field and the friend decided to test the
guy's resolve against a fl irtatious girl who would try to
connect with him online.
"We thought we should beat him at his own game. If
they had met online that's probably where he would go
to find a new girl."
Field created the screen name and profile for

" Beachbabe," an aesthetic ian named Connie from
Evanston and contacted Bobby.
" We just started talking. I came onto him like a wild
child. He never admitted to having a girlfriend. He said
he wanted to lick a pizza puff off my body."
The relationship ended when her friend confronted
Bobby with the trnnscripts of his conversations with
" Beachbabe", but Field knew she was onto something.
She had wanted to start her own business for some time,
and this seemed like a winner.
With $1 ,500 of her own money, and a $1 ,000 loan from
her father, she has since made as much as $5,000 a
month, and she began developing lnfidelitybusters.com
in January 2000. The site launched that following June
and with Field 's own public relations efforts, she bas had
countless print, television and radio interviews. She and
the site have been profiled on NBC, "CourtTV",
Wired.com, the New York Post, and in Smart Business,
and she rejected interview requests with "The Jerry
Springer Show", " Ricki Lake", and Q I0 I 's Mancow
Muller.

See Infidelity, page 5

Online classes meet mixed reactions
March Madness
Back Page, 26 & 27
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Dayton, Ohio,
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Section.
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Chicago State,
DePaul and
Northwestern.

By Christine Layous
Staff Writer
The thought of taking an online course
can be tempting.
There is no teacher watching over you,
you don' t have to get out of bed and you
don't have to sit in a room for three ho urs
listening to an instructor lecture.
On the other hand, there's no one there
in person to guide you if you should run
into some difficulty. So is an lntemet
class worth taking?
The perks of online classes include a
flex ible schedule where students don't
have to commit to coming to a classroom.
Also, students can work at their own pace
and on their own.
The downside includes a heavy workload for both the teacher and student.
Students have to contribute to message
boards and answer the questions their
teacher might post dai ly o r at least every

other day. And there are the hassles that
come along with working on a computer.
such as a slow modem.
So whi le some students may get lured
with the thought that these classes are easier, often times they find the class's work load is either equal to or more than traditional classes;·
Alton Miller, acting director of public
relation studies at Columbia, is currently
teaching PR Writing online and admits
that online classes are harder then the traditional classroom setting. "You remember what classrooms were invented for,"
he said. "It's never as good as doing it in
the fl esh. Never."
But he's not opposed to onli ne classes:
actually he's excited about the possibility
of reaching more students. ''I'm not going
in blindly," he said. "'(These classes]
could potentially be a problem ... [but] I'm
going to perfect it! It 's worth torturing

See Online, page 2

:~'iJ· ·· :Eit books for a good cause

I Hill:. l....l.t~iJmbia's Center for Book and Paper Arts will host the
I.SUit, ! ~:r ~ncf,il'le<national Edible Book Show and Tea. The

evenfwllr be ohApril1, from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.,1n the 1104
South Wabash Ave. building. Form 11 a .m. to noon, attendees will sip tea, admire and document the books on display. At high noon, the feast will begin on all the books
included in the show.
Interested parties should RSVP by Thursday 28 at 5 p.m.
There is a $1 0 admission charge and proceeds will benefit
the Center's bindery equipment fund.

Choreographer debuts work
for MCA's college program
"Stir it Up," the MCA:s college program, invites students
and faculty to see the United States debut of Emio Greco's
"Extra Dry," on March 23 through March 25 at the Museum
of Contemporary Art.
"Extra Dry" is described as a tense and elusive balance
between body and mind. This grueling duet promises to
shimmer and explode, achieving a transformative state of
being through pure dance.
Discounted tickets are available for Columbia students.
faculty and staff at $10 each. It's recommended that tickets
be reserved as soon as possible, since seating is limited.
The MCA's box office is (312) 397-4010.

African art exhibition featured
at Columbia's Art Gallery
"Contemporary African Art 1950-2000: Reframing
Tradition," an exhibition featuring contemporary African art
from museum and private collections in the Chicago area,
is currently running through April 6 in Columbia's Art
Gallery located at 72 E. 11 St. The exhibition is organized
by five graduate and undergraduate students supervised
by Dr. Kate Ezra. Gallery hours are Monday through
Friday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. For more information call
(312) 663-1600 or (312) 344-5554.

Math and science mix with art
The Math and Science departments will host a six-week
exhibit entitled, The Art of Science and Mathematics. The
exhibit is a celebration of creativity with student projects
that integrate science or math with the arts. The projects
come in a variety of art forms such as painting, sculptures,
poetry, holograms. photographs and computer graphics.
Some of the themes of the artwork are: The Golden Ratio
in mathematics, aesthetics and nature; Einstein's theory of
relativity; materials and dyes for art and photography; the
use of computers in creating art; the impact of the space
program; and the physics of dance.
The event will take place in the Hokin Annex, in the 623
S . Wabash building. The exhibition begins March 9, with
a reception on Wednesday, March 2 1, from 5-7 p.m. The
works will be on display through April 16.

Student Academy Awards
sets application deadline
Applications for the 28th annual Student Academy
Awards competition, presented by the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences, are now available. Entries must
be submitted by April 2 in order to be considered for this
year's awards.
Entries may be s ubmitted in one of four categories: alternative, animation, documentary or narrative.
Students selected as national winners will be flown to Los
Angeles to participate in a week of industry-related activities and social events that will culminate June 10 with the
awards presentation ceremony. Along with their trophies,
Gold medal winners in each of the four categories will
receive $5,000; Silver medal winners take home $3,000;
and Bronze medal winners a re awarded $2,000.
Interested students may download an application from
the Academy's website at www.oscars.org/saa or send
their application request. a long with a self-addressed,
stamped business-size envelope to:
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
8949 Wilshire Blvd.
Beverly Hills, CA 90211
Attn: Student Academy Awards

If you have an upcoming event or
announcement, please call the Chronicle's
news desk at (312) 344-7255.

Visit us on the Web at
www~ ccchronicle. com

Donnie Seals Jr.,/Chronicle

Tow trucks from Chicago Streets and Sanitation ward off drivers from meters on Wabash Avenue since the clos·
ing of Wacker Drive. Clearing these streets allows trafic to flow smoother during rush hour traffic.

Online

Continued from Front Page

yourself to get it right!"
The faculty members currently
teaching online courses expressed
interest two years ago, according to
Neil Pagano, director of assessment
in the Academic Dean's office.
Pagano is teaching Writing for
Managers online and ran into the
same problems as Miller.
He is very supportive of this proj ect and quickly defends it. " When
you try something new there are
often unexpected problems," he
said.
According to online instructors,
the teacher and students have to
work harder to achieve communication. Students tend to forget how
easy verbal communication is until
everything has to be typed out on a
message board. Also, since the students get their homework from the
website, it may be confusing
because the teacher isn't there to
explain it.
The teacher's responsibilities
increase because they can't see and
feel the response of the ir students to
the subject matter. Teachers have to
interact on a one-on-one basis,
which is very time consuming,
according to Miller.
A traditional student might get lost
in an Internet class, while someone
who can't conform to a schedule
wi ll love it.
Caryn Lesniak, a j ournalism major,
decided to drop her Information
Search

I

Strategies online class. " I thought read and write for his class, having
that it would be a great class to to do everything online forces the
take ... I was wrong," she said. Since students to write out their thoughts,
it is up to the students to get their a tool useful in the class, according
homework from the website, it's up to Ottery.
to them to interpret what the teacher
"[don't think ali classes are suitwants accomplished. That alone able for the Internet," Charles
,
Cannon,
chairperson of the Science
may cause c9nfusion and anxiety. "I
found that reading the assignments and ·Math department said. He
was hard. I was always feeling thinks the subject matter of the class
overwhelmed and pressured... I felt helps determine if it can be taught
that it was taking up way too much online.
Cannon enjoys the one-on-o!Je
time."
Mary Beth Cooper, an actor and interaction that takes place and limfreelance journalist, is taking the its his class size to' ::!~ stt.ldentS. He is
same class and thinks it's great. "It currently teaching S~ience ·· of
allows people to work at their own Nutrition online. It would be diffipace," she said. "It could be hard cult to teach and interact with more
for people to keep up... but this than that amount of students .
Last semester's class was a succ lass allows me to take the time to
do what I want to do."
cess, according to Cannon. The stuLen Strazewski , the acting director dents at the end of the classes filled
of the Journalism Graduate Program out a class evaluation, and his class
and Coordinator of Computer- had 100 percent positive feedback.
Assisted
Reporting,
teaches "It's worth the work, " he said.
Information Search Strategies and "Anything that engages the !ituaent,
likes the idea that students are able I enjoy."
to work independently. But he
Many students at Columbia are
believes the workload is heavier. still unaware that some classes can
"[Online courses] are easier for the be taken online. Reinier Young, an
college, not for teachers and stu- advertising design major, didn't
dents. There's no schedule and no know that online classes were availclassroom. It's ail up to the teachers able. Even so, he probably wouldn't
and students."
be interested in taking one. If he
Jim Ottery, faculty member in the does, the price of the class should be
English department, who teaches
lowered, he said. "Teachers and stuEngli sh Compos ition II online dents need to interact. When you
thinks his class is a perfect fi t for the pay tuition you expect that service
Internet. Since the students need to from the teacher."

Cell phone
Continued from Page 3

piece, microphone and headset.
Although having a ceil phone is .
convenient for students on the go, as
several people echoed, it can also
provide peace of mind.
"You never know when you may
have an emergency," said Jacqui
Hemps, a 2 1-year-old television
major, regarding why she faithfully
carries a Primeco cell phone.
"Especially here in downtown
Chicago, you know, things can ~
pen on a college campus."
·
Hemps emphasized that having the
additional cell phone bill is acceptable, because students never know

when a potentially dangerous situation may arise.
Even though having a cell phone
can put users in touch easily with
emergency officials, both Hemps and
Mackline said that some students
might only use a ceil phone for its
visual impact.
"Some Colwnbia students just want
to look glamorous walking around
with a cell,'' Hemps suggested~
Regardless if students have a cell
phone for utility or show, the cellular
business is booming and will continue to take off as the new century
brings new technology.' In fact,

industry officials predict by the year
2002, cellular telephones will have
generated over $I 00 billion in service revenue, not including equipment sales.
Despite the current popularity of
cellular telephones, some students
still refuse to get one anyway.
" Being in college, I just can't
afford to have that extra expense
right now," said Laura Bays, 20year-old film major, regarding why
she doesn't carry one of the aforementioned telephones. "Sometimes
the bills can get just get too high for
a studenrto handle."
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Alumna named to Newsweek's Women of 21st century
By Molly Moonen
Staff Writer
"Voices of Cabrini," the documentary by Columbia
alum and one of Newsweek's women to watch for in the
21st century, Ron it Benzalel, 31, started as a fi ve-minute
film for her doc umentary production class. The assignment, to pick a neighborhood on Ha lsted and film it,
turned into her master 's thesis and eventually brought her
national attention. The 30-minute fi lm , a moving portrait
of a neighborhood forced into transition, was the result of
three years of dedicated fi lming in one of Chicago's bestknown hous ing developments. The movie has altered
Benzalel's life and will do the same for anyone lucky
enough to see it.
" Voices of Cabrini" allows viewers to understand the
impact of gentrification through the stories and words of
Cabrini-Green residents. Benzalel spent three years filming and fortifying relationships with community activists,
families and busi ness owners from the tight-knit community. Featured in the film is Columbia graduate Mark
Pratt, who speaks candidly about his childhood and the
future of his own children as he and his neighbors face
uncertain futures in the wake of the city's decision to tear
down severa l ofCabrini's buildings. Pratt was on hand at
Columbia's March 2 screening of the film and answered
quest ions with Benzalel afterwards.
Benzalel said she dec ided to film Cabrini because it
was on her mind. As a student at Co lumbia the North
Side housing project was visible to her from the train and
after several transcontinental moves of her own, people
leaving their homes interested her. She sees fi lm as a
platform for soc ial activism and when she moved to

Chicago from Canada she was struck by the neighborhood's negative image. " I wanted to make something
that was a counter-balance to the negative media attention," she said.
Benzalel came to Columbia as a graduate student with
an already accomplished body of work. She has di rected
and produced four other well-respected documentaries
including, "You Can' t Beat it Out of Us," a film about
police vio lence in Montreal's minority communities and
"Tearing the Veil," a film about gay stereotypes. She
saw Columbia as an opportunity to perfect her technique
and study with Michael Rabiger, the chair of the Film
and Video department, whose books she admired. She
graduated from the master's program in 1999.
"[We are] tremendously proud and thankful that Ron it
used documentary filmmaking as a way to giving a voice
to the people," said Rabiger at the March 2 screening.
" Documentary is an art and this is artfu l, it has a conscience and [Ronit] is deeply concerned with people in
need."
Rabiger introduced Benzalel by saying "Voices of
Cabrini" filled the Chicago Cultural Center not once, but
twice, something he had never seen done before.
Benzale l took advantage of her time at Columbia,
using the Columbia production fund, and a Weissman
grant to fund " Voices of Cabrini ," not to mention the
school's equipment and the advice and input of her fellow students and teacher. She encourages all film students to do the same. "Make films while you are in
school," she said. "Then when you graduate you wi ll
already have a body of work."
" Voices of Cabrini" is on sale at Facets. To order call
Patty DiebaiVChronicle
1-800-331 -6197 or visit Benzalel's website www.voiceColumbia alumna and fi lmmaker Ron it Benzalel.
so fcabrini.com.

Prominent screenwriter lectures ins and outs of business
Busy writer gives insight to aspiring screenwriters on what to expect in Tinsel Town
By Chad Deininger
Staff Writer
Columbia students in Paul Max
Rubenstein's Screenwriting I class were
treated to a visit from one of Hollywood's
busiest screenwriters Monday, March 5.
Dana Olsen, a fo rmer student of
Rubenstein 's and a Chicago native, spoke
to the class in the I I 04 S. Wabash building.
Olsen, who has written upward of 40
screenplays, is the mind behind "George
of the Jungle," " Inspector Gadget," " The
Burbs," multiple episodes of "Laverne
and Shirley" and numerous other films
and television shows.
The Northwestern University graduate
spoke to students on the ins and outs of
the screenwriting business. "I was lucky

to get a writing job right out of college
(Olsen was hired by fellow NU grad
Garry Marshall for ' Laverne and
Shirley' ). It doesn' t usually happen that
way," Olsen said.
Although the number of students
straight from college that land Hollywood
writing j obs is not high, Olsen told students not to get discouraged. "There are
lots of j obs out there [Hollywood]-granted the competition is fierce, but there are
always spots for young writers."
Olsen hav ing been in the screenwriting
business fo r more than 20 years, has
moved from Hollywood back to Chicago,
but for fl edgling screenwriters he feels
moving to Los Angeles is a must. "What
Hollywood studios are really looking for
are fresh ideas-they just don't know it.
You should be inspired by looking at what
is out there, and say I can write a better

script than that," Olsen said.
He told students to get jobs as a writer's
assistant or prod uction assistant. "These
j obs have high turnover rates so pos itions
are usually available. They also help you
to make contacts with studio people."
Olsen also talked to students about the
current hot screenplays in Hollywood.
"Studios are always looking for the lowbudget teen comedies, the 'American
Pies,' because they can make them for
$ 1.98 and make $20 mill ion opening
weekend," Olsen said.
Even with 20 plus years of experience,
Olsen is far from burnt out when it comes
to screenwriting. "When I'm working on
a screenplay, I can't wait to wake up, tum
on the computer and get back to work.
The nice thing about the first draft is that
the words are all yours," Olsen said.
He added that if aspiring writers do not

like to rewrite or if they find it difficult to
do, they had better get used to faci ng that
difficulty, because most screenplays really get created in the rewrite process.
On "George of the Jungle," Olsen did
about six rewrites, and in the 12 months
after the last, the stud io brought in
numerous other writers to do rewrites.
Olsen said the pract ice is typical in
Hollywood. "The picture is in the can and
I'm on my next proj ect, and they [the studio] has bro ught in six or seven people
after me."
Olsen addressed the probable upcoming
Writer's Guild strike. He said that it
sho uld not affect young writers since
most are not in the guild. "Everyone
wants to discover the next big writer.
When studios fi nd young writers, they
don't have to pay you as much money and
that works in your favo r," O lsen said.

Getting through clearly; students and cell phones seem to mix
By Ryan Adair
ManaginfVNews Editor
There was a time, not too long
ago, when many college students had difficulty affording
textbooks needed for class, or
even getting a warm meal, after
facing an exorbitant amount of
student loans.
Times have changed, but college isn' t any easier to pay for
these days. Even with the rising
cost of tuition, there is still one

necessity that every student
seems to have, especially here at
Columbia. The cell phone, with
its many features and attractive
calling plans, has become a definite staple in college li fe, j ust as
sleeping until noon, or being late
for class has been for years.
Cellular telephones first burst
on the scene in the United States
in 1983. Since then, the industry
has become a major player after
massive growth in the 1990s,
netting $7.4 billion alone in '92,
with a 30 percent annual growth.

By the end of the 2oth century,
the cellular telephone business
took in a very healthy revenue of
$50.2 billion.
Continued growth is expected
for the next several years with
80 million users presently active
in the United States alone.
Believe it not, despite these
staggering figures, not even a
majority of the U.S. populat ion
owns a cellular phone.
Still, for those who walk the
three-block radius of Columbia
here in the South Loop, one
can' t help notice the bevy of students sporti ng a cell phone in
one hand and a camera case or
art port fo lio in the other.
" It's just more conven ient to
have one when I'm not at home;
it's easier," said Aldo Blanco, a
21-year-old photography major,
who received his Verizon
Wireless after an on-campus
recruiter so licited students at
Blanco 's former school, the
Col lege of Dupage.
" I can't live without my cell,"
said Mallorie Mackline, a 21year-old ficti on writing major. " I
have a child, so it lets me keep in
touch and I can check in with my
mother to see if my baby's
alright."
Besides the convenience factor,
it's no wonder students continue
to sign up for cell phones with all
the perks and features that are

currently attracting users.
The largest wi reless carrier in
the United States is the newly
form ed Verizon, with 28 mill ion
subscribers.
Verizon is the
brainchild of the me rger
between GTE and Bell Atlantic,
which was finalized in the summer of 2000. Verizon offers
users such appealing features as
a Web capable browser, voice
activated dialing, caller id, voice
ma il notification and even text
messaging to send phrases or
private mail to other Verizon
patrons.
Following Verizon is Cingular,
another new incarnation of Bell
South and SBC Communications.
Owned by Ameritech, Cingular
serves nearly 20 million customers, with 15,000 retail stores
nation wide. Cingular o ffers no
roaming or long distance
charges and includes the same
bas ic features as Verizon, with
the exception of voice recognition dia ling.
The thi rd and fourth dominant
compan ies are di visions of two
of the largest te lephone companies in the country. AT&T
Wireless and Ma Bell Wire less
each serve about 15 million consumers. AT& T used to be the
largest carrier in the industry,
during the inception of ce llular
telephone.
Sprint PCS serves a thinner
market with 9.5 million users,

and offers some of the same
functions as Verizon and
Cingular. Sprint a lso boasts that
users can check anything on the
Web, from sports and news to
stock tips. Sprint also recently
introduced the voice command
system, where the user can store
500 names, with up to five numbers per name. All the speaker
has to do is simply say, "Call
John at work," and their call will
be automatically connected.
Sprint also recently introduced a
plan that gives users 2,000 minutes for $50 a month, with
nation-wide long distance.
Also engulfed in the rat race
for consumer bucks is Nokia,
offering quite a few features seldom seen by its competitors.
One Nokia model includes a fax
machine, organizer, high-powered battery and a separate
memory card for greater sto rage
capacity. While another, more
advanced model claims to be
one of the toughest, most
durable cel l phones ever bui lt,
offering water-resistant and
Of
shock-resi stant features.
course the savvy, hi gh-tech
guru, who doesn' t have time to
actually hold the telephone to
their ear, can always purchase
the mobile hands-free kit, which
features a highly sensitive ear-

See Cell phone page 2
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•Win a trip to see Dave Matthews in Las Vegas
•Win U2 tickets
• See who can kiss Turd the longest in the
" Kiss The Turd" mnt:est: from lOam to 12 Noon.
The winner gets $1000.oq .
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Web site asset to African-American community
By Joe Giuliani
Contributing Editor

"At the time there wasn't a lot of content
on the Web for African-Americans"

Many college students eagerly anticipate their graduation · and what they
believe a diploma will bring them: more
free time and money.
But Columbia senior Barry Cooper
wants his degree for a different reason:
"I want to beat my kid out of college,"
laughed Cooper, 45.
Cooper is by most definitions successful already. He has worked for the media
giant Tribune Co. since 1992. In '95,
while he was a reporter at the Tribuneowned Orlando Sentinel, Cooper founded Blackvoices.com, a website dedicated
to Atrican-American life. At first, Cooper
had only two freelancers helping him
design and maintain the Web site. Now,
Cooper has a staff of 40 working under
him, and Blackvoices.com, which
Cooper calls a community, has a membership of 600,000.
"At the time there wasn't a lot of content on the Web for African-Americans,"
Cooper said
In 1998, Tribune Co. moved the growing operation to its headquarters at
Tribune Tower in downtown Chicago.
Patrice Belmaster, a native of Los

-

Barry Cooper, Columbia senior

Angeles, has been visiting the site since
June 2000, and considers Blackvoices.com an
"asset" to the Afiican-American community.
" It has a format that is easy to use, and
an educated population," said Belmaster,
who regularly uses the site's chat rooms.
" It definitely serves some social purpose.
I have met some really interesting people
here and made some friends."
Cooper has been married for 20 years,
and two of his three chi ldren are in college themselves. Preaching to his son
about the importance of a college education began to seem a bit hypocritical to
Cooper. So this semester, he returned to
the world of homework and pop quizzes
" It's a matter of personal pride,"
Cooper said. " He hasn' t said 'what about
you dad?' but I see it in his eyes."
Cooper needs only three classes to graduate with a bachelor's degree in journalism.

Before deciding on a career in journalism, he played high schoo l athletics in his

hometown of Wil mington, N.C., and
dreamt of being a professional athlete.
"I quickly learned I didn't have the ability to be an athlete," he said.
So, during his senior year Cooper quit
the football team and became the sports
editor of his high school newspaper.
After graduating high school in 1974,
Cooper took a job at the Wilmington
Morningstar newspaper as a copy boy,
and later became a sports reporter. He
also was a sports reporter at the
Tallahassee Democrat and Orlando
Sentinel.
For a long time Cooper had the best of
both worlds, combining journalism with
his love of sports.
But, he said, sports reporting has
changed in the nearly 20 years since he
became a reporter, he said, and he was
ready to try something different.
" 15 years ago you could get to know
athletes," Cooper said. "Now they' re like
corporations. The things they say tend to

be superficial. " I did it for a long time. It's
fun. I don't miss people saying 'you misquoted me."'
Cooper is proudest of Blackvoices.com.,
which recently secured a long-tenn advertising deal with General Motors, strengthening the Web site as others collapse due
to a lack of funds.
Cooper called the deal "the most lucrative contract ever signed by an AfricanAmerican oriented Web site," and said
that GM is now Blackvoices.com' s
largest sponsor.
He also writes a weekly column for the
Web site. Some of his columns are basically advertisements for the Web site,
informing
visitors
of
what
Blackvoices.com has to offer. But in
other columns, Cooper offers insight into
issues facing the African-American community.
In one column, Cooper detailed his own
experience of being ignored by cab drivers in Chicago's Loop; shivering in the
cold as "taxi after taxi drove past, stopping later to pick up white customers."
As for the future, Cooper hopes to build
the Web site into a "multimedia company," and possibly become an investor.
With a college diploma in his hands,
who knows what he' ll do.

Hair Trigger snags prestigious
national awards in competition

Ice Breakers

By Jill Helmer
Staff Writer
Hair Trigger, the Fiction
Writing department's anthology, won several awards at the
Columbia Scholastic Press
Convention,
Association
inc luding the Silver Crown
Award, plac ing it among the
top three fiction anthologies in
the country.
" We were very happy and
proud to win the award," said
Randy Albers, chairperson of
the Fiction Writing department.
According to Albers, there was
one Gold Crown winner, the
University of North CarolinaCharlotte, which was a very
elaborate, high tech anthology,
and one other Silver Crown
winner.

On Sunday, March 4, nearly 200 people gathered at Chicago's North Ave. Beach to take a
refreshing swim in Lake Michigan's frigid water. Participants raised money for the Special
Olympics Chicago Chapter.

Students voice concerns regarding Photo policies
By Joe Giuliani
Contributing Editor
Students in the Photography
department voiced their concerns Thursday about department and college policies in an
open forum hosted by the
department.
Bob Thall, chairman of the
Photography department, and
Mark Kelly, vice-president of
student affairs listened as each
of the 30-pius students in attendance were given a chance to
question the administrators and
describe problems they often
encountered.
Two points brought up most
often were the darkrooms' hours
of operation and the photo
department's ventilation system.
Students compared Columbia's
darkroom hours to those at the
School ofthe Art Institute, which
are open 24 hours a day.
Columbia's darkrooms are open
!Tom 9 a.m. to II p.m., Monday
through Thursday, and !Tom 9
a.m . to 6 p.m., Friday and
Saturday.

When asked how many students would use the darkrooms
before 9 a.m., about a third of
the crowd raised their hands.
"The (darkroom) hours should
be extended during fina ls
week," said sophomore Andy
Scott, who spends between I 0
and 15 hours per week working
in the darkrooms. "At finals you
can wait for an hour just to get to
use an enlarger."
Currently, the department
opens the darkrooms the last
two Sundays of the semester.
Robert Linkiewicz, photo
facilities coordinator, said signs
are posted in the department
warning students not to wait
until the last minute to get their
final projects done.
"The week before finals is the

craziest," Linkiewicz said. "The
!Teshmen are usually the ones
who wait until the end."
Thall said the department
would consider extending darkroom hours during the two
weeks prior to this semester's
finals to see how many students
take advantage.
The problem, administrators
said, is that teaching assistants

must be present whenever the
darkrooms are open. Requiring
them to work very late or early
hours would be unfair considering T.A. 's receive relatively little pay.
Students questioned the qual ity of the air in the Photography
department, telling Thall the
odor of darkroom chemicals is
apparent "as soon as you get off
the elevator."
Thall acknowledged that after
occupying the same space for
about 20 years, the Photography
department should hire someone
to test the air for toxins.
Students also said Columbia
needs to hold more student exhibitions.
One student suggested the college sponsor a publication showcasing a variety of student work.
That way, she said, students
would be exposed to work done
by those in other departments.
The most effective way to
make changes in the department,
Thall and Kelly said, is to form a
student photography organization that would present their
needs and questions to the
department and the college.

"Our anthology won solely
based on the quality of the writing, because we don't use many
graphics or pictures like some of
the other anthologies," Albers
said.
Hair Trigger not only picked
up the Si lver Crown Award, but
also six individual awards, three
of which were first place in the ir
respective categories.
Megan St ielstra won first

place in the Traditional Fiction
category for her piece, "Ladies
Don 't Say That."
"Here's
What's Cooking," by Sara
Sheridan, and " Robbie," by
David Baker, were pieces that
placed in this category. Felicia
Jones received a Certificate of
Merit in the Traditional Fiction
category for her piece, "My
Own Care less Will."
Another first place winner was
Michael Curtin, who wrote "A
Dark Reflection," and won in
the Creative Nonfiction Essay
category.
The other first place award
went to the entire staff, for the
cover design of Hair Trigger.
Joe Meno, now a teacher at
Columbia, won third place in
the Experimental Fiction category for " In the Arms of
Someone You Love," a piece
published in Hair Trigger when
he was still a student at
Columbia.
There are two ways student
work can make it into Hair
Trigger,
Albers
said.
Sometimes a teacher wi ll submit
a students' work that he or she
feels is exceptionally good. The
seco nd way is that students
occasionally submit their own
work .

lnfideli

Continued from Front Page
" I didn't take every interview
offer. You can either go the 15
minutes of fame route or take a
more validating route (with the
media)." Field said.
Field and her Web site are not
without
criticis m.
She's
received emails calling her a bitter o ld wo man (she's 25) who
was just cheated on too many
times (she's happily engaged to
a South Suburban cop). And
many people say what she does
on her site is entrapment and
some even say what she does is
illegal since she doesn't have a
private investigator's license.
To that, Field says, "You can't
entrap someone online. They
have the opportunity to answer
or not to answer me back. This
isn't surveillance. It isn't wire

tapping. It's chatting with someone. If anything, it's entertainment and childish. It's the new
way to kind of check-up on your
boyfriend."

Student claiming to be
Jenna Bush's boyfriend
busted at frat party
Tribune Media Services
A drunk and boisterous college student claiming
to be the boyfriend of President Bush's daughter
was UTeSted at a fraternity party and later released
to Secret Service agents, police said.
William Ashe Bridges, 19, claimed to be the
boyfriend of Jenna Bush when officers brought
him back to the Tarrant Cowlty Sheriff's office to
book him on charges of public intoxication and a
minor in possession of alcoho~ said Sheriff Dee
Anderson.
Police had picked Bridges up at about I :4S am.
Sunday, Feb. 2S, at a fraternity party at Texas
Christian University.
White House officials have declined to comment
on the incident
"He was pretty vocal about being her boyfriend,
bul he was also pretty intoxicated so we weren't
talcing him too seriously," Anderson said. "I told
our guys to handle it like any other situation. We
decided to keep him separate from the others in
jail. however. He was being so vocal we didn't
want anyone else to hurt him."
When Bridges was brought 10 the station, police
allowal him 10 make a phone call. After tallting
with a woman he claimed was Jenna Bush. Bridges
put 811 officer on the phone and the woman also
claimed 10 be the president's daughter.
"She just asked the jail sheriffif[Bridges) could
call her back when he was going to be released,"
Anderson said. "Nobody was calling in and
demanding favors."
Bridges was jailed for four hours and then
released on his own sigllalure. He then made a call
and picked up by Secret Service agents who
arrived in a blaclc suburban with Vuginia license
plares, Anderson said.
"I"•ooe been doing this for about 20 years," Anderson
said. "'It was noching l"llln than a small ripple of
cxcilanc:nt"
.Jerna Bush is a freshman at the University ofTcxas
in AUSI:in, about 190 miles from TCU"s Fort Worth
campus.

Anti-sweatshop group turns focus to U.S.
University of Missouri-Columbia students to help Hispanic fann
By Brian C. Kaller
Knight-Ridder/Tribune
The University of MissouriColumbia student group that has
opposed using products from foreign
sweatshops is turning its attention to
what a guest speaker last night called
"sweatshops in our country."
Students for Progressive Action
hosted a talk earlier this week by
farm worker organizer Ramon
Ramirez, who in IS years has gone
from picking berries for a few dollars
an hour to lecturing at college campuses across the country for human
rights.
Ramirez said many farm workers in
the Pacific Coast states are Hispanic
immigran15-Up to 9S percent in
some areas--who work long hours in
poor conditions for minimum wage
or less.
He said many children must work
to help their family make ends meet,
resultmg in a high dropout rate and
self-perpetuating poverty.
A migrant farm worker like his

father before him, Ramirez said he
was inspired by hearing Hispanic
labor activist Cesar Chavez speak
when he was IS.
In 198S, Ramirez and his co-workers formed Pineros y Campesinos
Unidos del Noroeste, or PCUN, to
push for better working conditions,
shorter hours and better pay.
Ramirez said PCUN, which translates as "Northwest Tree-planters and
Farm Workers United," tried to replicate in the Northwest states the success of Chavez's campaigns in
Califomia But Ramirez, one of four
PCUN organizers currently touring
the country speaking for workers'
rights, said getting there was an
uphill battle.
First, Chavez's organizing efforts in
California caused other states to forbid migrant workers from striking,
Ramirez said. He said the union had
to first contest the law and bring it to
the Oregon Supreme Court, where it
was declared unconstitutional.
The union won a collective bargaining agreement in 1998 after 13

liD,.,.

years of effort 8lld now repraents
more th8ll 4,SOO farm workers, he
said. Students for J>rosr-ive Action,
formerly known as Campus
Peaceworks, won a victoty last June
when a national coelition of clolhing
manufKturen, humm-rights ~
colleges and universities, including
MU, approved an anti-swemhop
agreement.
The students hope to persuade odt-

ers to join a boycott ofNORPAC, the
food distribution comJ*IY that has
been the union's main~ said
Megan Kean, the group s president
Companies that have dropped
NORPAC foods include Bon Appetit
Management Co., the supplier for
Stephens CoiJeF's cafeteria.Neither
Kean nor MU spokesperson Olristian
Basi could answer whether MU
receives food from NORPAC.
Josh First ofSiudenls for l'rotlressive
Action said the efforts of adVocates
like Ramirez fit in well with his
groups • anti-sweatshop activism,
because "this is showing people how
pervasive these problems .-e."

Vandals Hit Ohio State U. Buildings And President's House
Over Pain," Stop Killing Cals" and
''Cai+Meth=Bad Science," acaxding
to OSU's student newspaper, 1M

Tribune Media Senlca
COLUMBUS, Oil~Vandals recently spray painted anti animal-testing
messages on Ohio State University
buildings, including the garage of
president William Kirwan.
Administrators arrived at OSU's
Brinker Hall March 5 to find it's exterior walls covered with the large red
spraypainted messages "Ask Dr. Y
Why.'" "Stop the Killing." "OSU=Profrts

Lantern.
The vandals also glued the locks to
the building shut.
Meanwhile at Kirwan's home,
"Please stop Podell; Bad for OSU,"
was painted on his garage doors.
While authorities aren' t compldely
sure about what the vandals message,
administrators believe it refers to
OSU"s use of animal testing. "Dr. Y"
referred to in the Brinker Hall painting

may refer to Dr. W'dliml Yonushonis,
OSU's director of labonlay lnimal
resources and "Podell" refers to
Michael Podell, an associate professor
at the veteriMry school.
Despite the vandalism, Youshonis
says the research worlc bod! he and
Podell do is necessary.
"Almost all the major 8dvmces in
medicine 8111 SWFY have been made
through lllimal testing," Yonushonis
told 1M LantD"n.
Neither Podell or Kirwan could be
reached for c:ornmerf.

More teachers say black history is subject for all seasons
lrMeEIIot
Knigtlt-Ridder/Tribune
FORT WORTH, Texas-Students at
Easlland Elementary School can tell you
about llarria Tubman, Rosa Partes and

" I do believe that one of the greatest problems
is that a lot of educators wait until February
to begin teaching black history,"
Edward Smith. director of American studies at American University

~in

Luther King Jr.
Some can even name Pedro Alonso
Nino, a black ship navigator who sailed
with Christopher Columbus in 1492
.lt"s 001 l>ecaux they have spent
February celebrating Black History
Month. It's because they receive a
healthy ~ of multicultural studies all
yQt, their teachers say.
~OuriiiJ the tc:hool year, we foc.U5 on
famout b!Kk people as they come: up in
hitwry." said fif\h-grade teacher Tom
Carter, adding that 98 percent of
Ea.tl811d students are black. "But we aiJO
teach about and celebrate other cultures.
We try 10 cover it all benute we want
!hex children to be prepwed for the
world they will enwunter. •
ieachers at eastland aren't alone In
their efforts. More teachers are mak in1 a
poinl10 cmurc thld the wmributiom of
black Amcl~ arc lnc:luclcd In the rclular c:urr'~tulum. said Jon Lcffinawell.
chairman !1f the currk ulum and lnstruc:•
tion deJ711rtmcnt In the School or
Education It the Unlnrsity IJf Teus at
.ArllftsWn.
MOeneralty spelllling. there is mote
inti~Miv- In cltmroorn lcsJOn' and
much more !1f an elTon to show the
achievements ur dlfTcrent tKes snd
wfJITICII," he sllid. " While you " '"' t te~M;h
111 !1f h~ In Nine lliC1ntM of K liool.

students are getting good ellamples of
difTerent people who contributed greatness in difTerent fields. The important
thing is thlt these kids are finally being
taught reality."
But Ron Wilhelm. an associate professor of teacher education and admmistration at the University of North Tellas,
said multicultural lesJOns aren't as thorough as they might seem.
''There is a pp between the theory of
what should be taught and what is actually taught."' he said. "In many cases.
multicultural teachinp are limited to a
tourist curriculum, which means students
learn about food. mU5ic. ~ lothes and
heroes. Mmc substantial topics arc not
~I ways addrn!ICd."
And others maintain that black history
isn"t much taught beyond February.
" I do believe that one or the 1reatest
problcmt Is thllt 1 lot or educators walt
until february to be1ln tclle.:hlnl black
histOf)'," nid Edward Smith. director
American studies
it
American
Unlver11ty In WMhlnaton. D.C. ,,.riiCin,
they seem to C()mprcU a lot of stu A' Into
four week; or lnstwc:tloft."'
1 here's JICMIMI aarcemcnt, howtvtr,
thlt the tc~M;hlnl! biiiCk hlstOf)' II mofl
pervaslvt thin In ttl. pMt. Jlor many

or

or

years. public-school students were taught
linle beyond slavery and the fight for
civil rights.
Today. studenb of all races learn about
the achievements of blacks such as
Richard Wright. W.E.B. DuBois and
George Washington Carver. Clarence
Glover. executive director or multicultural education for the Dallas school district, said the district expects te~~thers to
point out the achievements of all cultun:s
during history. math and science lessons.
'"In the past. students were really only
given the one perspective or the white
European experience, and that is still an
important part of history."' said Glover,
who:~e district Is S4 percent l llspanlc, J6
pertent bhack and 8 percent white. "llut
It Is Important that children Are tiU~ht all
the dltfc:rcnt perspectives. If you don "t
tciiCh children about each other, then we
will have a hi1h level of culturfll con·
nlct." he said.
It's not ju.,. the urbln lstrltts that are
1trlvln1 to tciiCh more rnultlculturt lly.
l!rlc: Lockett. an ll.'!i!lstllllt pt'lnelpal at
Armstron11 Middle SthtlOI In lli!IOO, saki
hla district aiJO cxpeclll ~IIC~ to dli!I!U$1
all the rllllt~ that shape a~vt~n ~~tell At his
~~thool , students !Ire 1110 t world history
In 1lxth artlde. Ttxll.!l h stllf)' In !!twnth

grade and American history in eipdl
grade. Lockett said the ~ worb.
"It gives one ~ credit for an ac:com-

pl ishment, and 11 gives everyone ebe tbc
opponunity to sec how diffemll c:ultures
hllve contributed to the grealneSS of ow
world." said Lockett, whose snadenl body
is more than 70 percent white.
He said thai aJthou&h most schools -tt
the months tnlditionally set aside tor
observina the KCOmplishmcnls ofb!M:b.
Hispanics and Asians. those cultures .-e
not ignored the rest of the yar.
"Black history is beina included in
everyday lnsons." he said. "'f CCIUIW,
black history mi.ght not come up if- .-e
doing a lesson on Japu~."
Some parm13 said multic:ullural leaons
~ach their chikhn more than histuy.
"It is important tor their self~"
said Robin Smith. whose 1011 aneftlb
kinderpnen .. Eastland. ~, try to emphaSil.C whllt I can at home. but it lftlly ~
their senst of lmponanc:e wMn liiiChers
draw l ttcnlloo to diffinnl black acllie~
mcntll."
Mtldonna LOC"tM is IMnltllll b what
her son Is IHmina.
"Lcarnlr~~ lboul ocher people~ bat:ltarounds &IVft him 1 ~ view of
ihlnp." lllcl Mrs. L--. wt.. 1011
ll11cnd!! Duff EMmenwy School
Arlil'l!ton.
Mr. Loektltt llld 1M t'lldrmtt ol ~
slvc tnchinl II In 1M..._
"In mt .scliool It II not~ to •

m

a bllelt kJd. a ~ ltld llld a ICOftMI kid

11111'1!1"11 out l\ltltthtt lind 1tt1n11Me Mloul
c~~Ch ottl.r 'a ""hMllttround." he llid,
"l'llc!!t kktil .... V9!t')' - " • . , . . ,
II'U\JP. tllld ~- ~ . . . . . . .._,,
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an exhibition of work by
Columbia College Senior Seminar graduates
Hokin Gallery
623 S. Wabash
March 12 · April 12, 2001
Opening reception:
March 22 from 5-8 pm
Perfor"mances at 6:30 pm

-

fdl~~)>
~;'~~/
.

----

www. colum.edu/ hokin
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lbrania FiCtian
••••••••••••••••••••

• •••••••••••••••••••

The Columbia Chronicle is planning its annual literary supplement
to be published on Monday, April 23rd. We are looking for•••

> Poetry
> Short Fiction
> EssayS

No more than three poems - Free verse or structured, less than 40 lines each ·
No more than 750 wonls, longer pieces may be consldentd

No more than 750 words, longer pieces may be considered

Please bring your submissions to the Columbia Chronicle office
(623 S. Wabash • Suite 205) NO lATER THAN FRIDAY. APRIL 13th.
Submissions should be on disk (Word files) accompanied by a
manuscript copy and all pertinent infonnation. All disks will be available
for you to pick up after Wednesday, April 25th. Please contact Chris Watts,
Editor of Special Sections by phone 312.344.7936 or email at
chronicfiction@ccchronicle.com with any questions.
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AS AN lGG DC)N()R
WE CAN COtvfPENS_ATE YC)U.
BUT N EVER REPJ\Y YOU.
Earn $5000 compensntion. And a
cou p l e 's undying gratitude. D r awing

on my experience as a fonner egg

Applicants for the 2001-2002 John
Fischetti Scholarship are now available in
the Journalism Department, Suite 1300,
624 S. Michigan Ave. All full-time
Columbia College students, including
graduate students and incoming transfer
students, who specialize in print or broadcast journalism, photojournalism, editorial
art or political cartooning, are eligible to
apply. Awards are based on academic
merit, financial need , and service in the
student's speciality (ie., internships, work
on student publications or productions).
Twenty-one scholarships, up to $2,000,
were awarded for 2000-2001.

donor, we are uniquely quali fied t o
offer you a level of profession alism,

understanding and respect beyond
o ther services. Ma ke a d onatio n .

Make a l;fe. Make a d;fference.
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AND REACH THOUSANDS OF
COLLEGE STUDENTS

The application deadline is
Friday, April 20, 2001.

CALL 312·31111·71132

FOR OUR MEDIA GUIDE

M EDITERRANEAN CAFE

OPEN :

312-939-5633
226 South Wabash Avenue
Chicago, IL 60605
10% Discount with A valid college ID

M O NDA Y - SATURDAY N OO N - 7 PM

I 0°/o DISCOUNT TO
STUDENTS AFTER

4

224 South W abash Avenu e,
Chicago, IL 6060 5

312-939-5685
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Columbia
means
business
QfSi!Ja Schneider

Staff.Writer

-

Col111111bia has embarked on a new advertising 'campaign, one that college administrators hope will do a great deal of image
building.
The goals of the campaign. which will
run exclusively in Crain s Chicago
Business, a weekly business publication.
are to raise donations for the college. to
create visibility and enhance the reputation
of the school, and to recruit business people to serve on the Board of College
Trustees. However, even if the campaign is
successful, new board members don't help
the school recoup the amount of mone)
spent on the campaign.
A secondary goal is to obtain equipment
such as cameras. computers, light bars.
etc.

Additionally, it is hoped these ads will

provide the college with pan-time employees.
The first ad focused o n '"The An of
Columbia College" and highlighted the
activities presented in late February
through March. Subsequent ads will define
Columbia 's role as an ans and communications college and its academic programs.
The advenisement will run for 13 weeks
beginning Feb. 26. According to Carol
Bryant. Director of College Relations, the
image ad campaign will cost about
$65,000. Bryant also says the agency,
Lipman I feamc, recommended placing the
advenisemcnt in the front pages of the
magazine for more attention. The school
willingly obliged.
An image ad is not intended to draw students into the school but to get Chief
Executive Officers and Chief Financial
Officers discussing the programs available
at the co llege and the presence of
Columbia in the downtown area.

Bryant also believes Crain s is an exce llent way of reaching businesses who may
provide internships, scholarships, and permanent employment for Columbia graduates.
Columbia is not the only school in the
city that has tried the image approach to
build the reputation of the school for
advenising purposes. Loyola University
and University of Ill inois at Chicago have
previously advenised with Crain's.
Since the image ad is intended to bui ld
the reputation of the school, rather than its
student population or its funding, data will
not be avai lable to indicate whether the
goals of the ad campaign were met.
So in a sense an image ad is a big gamble with the school's money.
The college keeps increasing tuition,
making the students the big-time backers
of this bet. Let's hope whoever is rolling
the dice feels lucky.

Exposure

After reading the article written by
Margo Adler ("Whatever you know like
whatever man", Feb. 26], I thought to
myself, FINALLY! Finally there is
another person who finds our gene ration's limited vocabulary disturbing.
Everywhere I go, "likes" and "dudes"
are spewing from the mouths of most
college students today.
Not only is our "Valley girl" lang uage, as Margo calls it, an insult to all
English professors everywhere, it is
insulting to our generation as a whole.
As Adler intelligently points out, everyone falls victim to the degrading of the
American language at some time, but
what is troubling is that no one seems to
care or attempts to expand their vocabulary. PLEASE, for the sake of non-valley girls all over, stop the " like" talk!

Katie M. Puen ner,
F reshman/Gr aphic Des ign

Student Life
I am a sophomore at Columbia and I
have enjoyed my time here. However,
since the beginning of this semester I
have experienced a couple of unpleasant
interludes with a Columbia staff member.
Being one of the many students frequenting the Office of Student Life I
have a lways fe lt welcomed by the staff.
However, this spring semester I have
felt unwelcome with the new secretary. I
am concerned with the well being of my
fellow students as well as the reputation
of the school. She is the face of the
office and she should respect it as such.
Those who enter the office seek answers
that do not seem available. Her unwillingness to help the students creates an
unfriendly atmosphere. As a student I
believe it is imponant to feel at ease
finding the infonnation in such offices:
especially those as important as the
Office of Student Life.
My peers and I have discussed the
m istreatment we have received from the
secretary. I find it very disturbing that I
fee l unwelcome in such a student-oriented office. I would hope something
would be done for the sake of the students in helping to aid them with the
proper assistance.

Anonymous
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Commentary

Nerd alert
Nerds amaze me- they really do. For
being some of the most unsuccessful people God has ever spoiled our Earth with,
they burn through money like I go through
rolodexes. If they aren't spending their
comic-book-store paycheck on mo re
comic books, then c hances are they ' re
down at the local Toys ' R' Us digg ing
through the aisles in hope of fi nding a rare
Poke' mon or w hatever.
But late ly there has been a new trend in
nerd spending, one that I not on ly find
insulting, but one that I feel has to be
stopped. Whether it is at the grocery store
or right here in front of Columbi a, I see a
new nerd every day, burning up their minutes on a cellular phone. [Editor 's note:
see "Getting through clearly," page 3].
Now, normal people don't even want
to talk to nerds in
person; I find it
hard to bel ieve that
there is someone
across town yearning to speak to
them . Sure, you
could argue they
have to check in
with their Moms or
whatever, but I say
Assistant
the re is more to
A&E Editor
this, a lot more.
I think the nerds are trying to trick us .
More than that, I think the nerds are trying
to make the world believe that they are not
nerds. And they are doing this with a possession that I ho ld dear, a cellphone.
This is why I thi nk immediate action
needs to be taken . I think that cellular
companies need a much more rigorous
screening process.
First, anyone who is wearing a character
such as Spiderman or someth ing that says
"old skool" on it s hould be immedi ately
disqualified. These people have no one to
call. Chances are they are just usi ng the
phone as an illusory escape fro m their
fa il ed and useless lives. This is not
healthy. I sugges t a form of shock therapy
for those types.
Secondly, there should be Q & A session
held under hot lights. Aski ng people questions such as " name the best way to leave
a girl 's apartment after she has fa llen
asleep?" and "the store is out of He ineken,
what beer do you buy in its place?'' wi ll
he lp separate the nerds from the people,
like me, who actually need a cell phone.
Now that I think about it, people like me
are really the only people who do need
cells.
I have used my cell phone to break up
with women. I have used my cell phone to
call the Alumni C lub and m ake sure they
had room for my group ( I 0, maybe 12 of
us). I have even used my cell phone to
save a life. Granted that life was mine, but
I swear, if I didn't cut off contact with my
sponsor kid I would have died .
My po int is this, there are people in this
world who need and deserve cell phones.
When every Space-Ghost-loving freak is
allowed to have one, there is a danger cell
phones could lose their trend appeal. And
until my cordless headset comes in, we
cannot let that happen.
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ByTreAndres Members
Staff Writer
Who is left to blame? T hese s hootings
j ust keep happening. We 've already po inted the finger at society, parents, the media,
victims and perpetrators. Who's left- and
when wi ll we finall y be able to step into a
school, post-office or donut shop in peace?
The most trag ic pan of this epidem ic
that 's plaguing America is that no one
wants to admit tha t there is a very real and
fundamental problem within American
soc iety. We are in a state of denial. Major
news compan ies report these violent incidents like it's just another day at school, or
work, or the donut facto ry. Re fra ins of
"My baby couldn't have done th is" or
" He's really a good person deep down
ins ide" r ing in American heads. A nd
there 's the guns-don't-ki ll-people, peoplekill-people crowd, defe nding perpetrators
a nd their right to bear a rms.
Why are so many people killing people?
It's not like we're dealing with a civil
war (a t least not a formal o ne) or a fam ine .
M any of the schoo l shootings have
occurred in affl ue nt communities among
people w ho s ee m to be li ving the
American dream.
But the American reality is no longer one
of white picket fences and apple pies. It's
more often dysfunctional fami lies, politi cal apathy and police brutality.
After the blame has been issued, where
do we go from there? Is there adequate
punishment for parents who don't g ive
their children enough love, or who leave
their weapons unsecured so tha t their c hildren may gain access to firearms? It is
ironic that many states have enacted truancy policies that put parents in jail if their
c hildre n miss too many days of sc hool, but
no such policies for pare nts whose c hildren kill classmates.

If I were a j uveni le I probably wouldn ' t
want to go to school either.
How much should the media be fin ed or
regulated in a n effon to limit the a mount o f
v io lence children have access to in entertainment? It's not the media's respons ibil ity to babysit ado lescents. And besides, if
Oprah can 't combat these negat ives forces
in entertainment, w ho can?
Who do we expect to reg ula te controls
that wi ll protect us from these types of
tragedies in the future? It has become
painfully obvious to anyone who wants to
see that the government is too satura ted
with money from special interest groups
like the NRA and major media conglomerates to effeciently enforce laws that protect
the citizen 's right to " Li fe, liberty and the
pursuit o f happiness."
So where does that leave the sane, peaceful, fun-loving citizen like you and me?
How do we protect ourselves from the ISy ear-old outcast who's conte mp lating
homicide, the recently laid-off postal
worker that must have his revenge, or
more fundamentally this lack of respect
pertaining to life that permeates American
society?
How can this cu lture be capable of building a system that allows us to communicate to a nyone in any corner of the world
about any subject imaginable, but cuts us
o ff from our fathe rs, m othe rs, siste rs,
brothe rs , neighbors and fr iends about
things that may ultimately destroy us or
them?
Pan o f find ing the answe r is asking the
questions, and I have asked many. I truly
hope that we find the a nswers soon before
someone else has to die senselessly.
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"I was stuck on an elevator. The
phone didn't work.•

Tony Ybarra

Shane Whitaker
Jooior!Computer Animation

Stacey VanDellen
Sophonlor&'rechnic:al Theater

Senior/Film

"I had to make s ure Fatboy
Slim's plane had arrived on
time."

"I called a tattoo parlor in
Wisconsin.•

"I called 911 to stop a shootout in
my alley while I hid in my garage.·
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Fly
Home.
Mom's sure to
make your
favorite
for dinner.
.
.
COLLEGE HOTLINE

1.~aaa ~41.1 ~2.F. L .Y.
•
•
•
•

Minn./St. Paul
Myrtle Beach
Kansas City
Buffalo/Niagara

from
from
from
f rom

$45
$6 9
$7 0
$79

www. flyv anguard.com
Open 24 Hours a Day

•
•
·•
•
•
•
•

New Orleans
New York
Pittsburgh
Atlanta
Dallas/Ft. Worth
Los Angeles
Denver

$9 9
trom $99
from $99
from $1 09
from $1 09
t rom $1 0 9
from $1 2 9
from

..

• RESTRICTIONS APPLY PRICES
E $2.75 PEA SEGMENT FET. ADVANCE PUR·
CHASE RESTRICTIONS AI>PLY. FARES ARE NON-REFUNDABLE. BLACKOUT OATES
APPLY. SEATS ARE LIMITED AND MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE ON ALL FLIGHTS. PRICES
ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE AN D DO NOT INCLUDE PFc·s OF UP TO $12 ROUND·
TRIP. OR A FUEL SURCHARGE OF $10 EACH WAY. WH ERE APPLICABLE. MORE CIA·
CUITOUS ROUTINGS WILL REQUIRE ADDITIONAL PEA SEGMENT CHARGES.
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Fiction Writing Department
Columbia College Chicago
s~ S~Abroetdt

Explore the unique cultures of two of the most
literary cities in the world!
Enhance your writing! Earn credit while you
live in the rich artistic traditions of Eastern Europe!

Spend the summer
changing a child's
perspective of the

-w··--····

Bring your talent and experience to Camp Chi this summer.
Teach kids ages 9 to 16 the creative and technical aspects
of radio and video production. Chi's professional studios are
set in a fun, camp environment that inspires creative work.

Now hiring :

Pv~
June 16 to July 23, 2001

July 23 to August 30, 2001

Radio Specialist: Direct Camp Chi's
private FM radio station WCHI 98.7.
Produce campers' live broadcasts,
coordinate remote reporting, manage
programming, train on-air talent,
supervise script writing and more.

Video Specialist: Produce and edit
All Columbia College students are welcome. The courses will be
taught by Fiction Writing Department faculty. Classes are
offered for graduate and undergraduate credit.

Courses Offered:
Moscow

Prague

• Story to Stage: Chekhov

Story Workshop<»
+ Advanced Fiction

Taught by playwright

Taugh t b~· Story Wnr~hup Oln:rtnr

Carson Becker

Alexis Pride

Cr i t ical Reading & Wri t ing:

+ Critical Reading & Writing II (Kafka)
rauxh• uy Elizabeth Yokas

t 19"' Century Russian Authors
• Contemporary Russian Authors
T..LUXhl by R US:\!.m WTill' T

Mark Davidov

Crit ical Reading & Writing:
• 20"' Century European Writers
• Dreams and Fiction Writing
Tilu~hl

by RU!'~Si.tn \Hil (·r

Mark Davidov

COST
l:ach 5·week session package is $2,600.00 which includes lodging, round·trip
airfare from Chicago to Moscow or Chicago to Prague, trips to St. Petersburg
(Moscow session), Terezin (Prague session), transfers, visas, some group
activities. Food plus cultural programs are extra (approximately S600.00 for 5
weeks). Charges do not include tuition.

CONTACT
Fiction Writing Department, Suite 1200, 624 5. Michigan Ave., (312) 344·7611
or Mark Davidov at MARKDAVlDO@aol.com or (847) 795.()553

DEADLINES
•
•
•

Letter of Intent/ Interest including all contact information (name, phone, etc.);
please specify session: Moscow, Prague or both ASAP
Rring the first deposit of S300.00 (.~600 if considering both sessions) to thl'
March 19'' meeting.
Fin<tl installment of S2,JOO (S4,GOO for both sessions) and photocopy of
passport by April 16, 2001.
We strongly encourage you to register early for Summer Session.

For more information, come to meeting
in Faculty Lounge, Room 1107,
624 S. Michigan Ave.
Monday, March 19th, at 4:00PM

camper videos. Train campers in
camera operation, editing, sound,
storyboarding, lighting, production
and special effects.

To apply on-line, visit us of www.campchi.com
or coll847.272.230l to request on application.

~

C414P

Camp Chi is the co-ed overnight camp of the JCCs of Chicago CHI
located in the Wisconsin Dells. Camp runs from Mid-June-Mid-August.
...A..e,K, A~OV ... 'f'Aid inde..'f'e..nde..n ... .,...,v<dy 'f'O""""i>.:>i li... ie...,. f

Great salarv • Cool people • Unbeatable experience
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Let your Voice be Heard!
Learn about the Student Government Association initiative and
voice your opinion about student issues at an open forum:
Wednesday, March 14
1:00pm-2:00pm
Hokin Gallery
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Columbia College Chicago
Hokin Annex
623 S Wabash
Chicago. II 60605
312.344.7696 www.colam.edu/hokln

Art of Science and Math
artwork by students of tbe Science and Matb department

March 9 • April 16, 200 I
artists' reception: 21 March Sp - lp
Curated by Pan Papacosta and Ann Hanson
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Saturday, March 17th
Dr Hunter W111 has! on olf.femole workshop.
the intention behind this workshop Is lo
create a coRaborattve performance piece
based on all the participants' stories.
The workshop w•ll be held at 72 E 11th street. room 507
from 9 00.5 ()()pm
Workshop hckets ore S150 00
for mformotJon and reservations
Coll 847.997 1055
Donations are accepted
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Marvel goes
Hollywood
ingmovies.com.
Sam Raimi, director of the cult-classic "Evil Dead
Tri logy," wi ll be calling the shots. Raimi, whose recent
work includes directing "For the Love of the Game," will
work with live-action and computer animation. The
action of a masked Spider-Man will be easier to manipulate with computers, than the possessed hand was in "Evil
Dead 2." And there wi ll be no need to create a hellish

By Michael Hlrtzer
Staff Writer
Do you remember Spider-Man, the red and blue-suited,
web-slinging super-hero? Well, he's back, or wi ll be
soon-Columbia Pictures is filming the movie near Los
Angeles. Spider-Man is among several Marvel characters
slated to star in feature-film roles; Captain America,
Daredevil, Doctor Strange and Silver Surfer are all in various stages of development, according to upcomil}g-

"X-Men Evolution" is Marvel's first self-produced animated show. The cartoon, which airs on Kids' WB at
9:30a.m. on Saturdays, has been successful, according to
their web site. They have even introduced a brand-new
acrobatic-skateboarding mutant named Spyke. This
young thrill-seeking mutant has Stegosaurus-like spikes
that protrude throug h his skin . The nephew of Elder XMen Storm has a lot to Jearn, the web s ite said, but with
Professor X's help, he will soon Jearn to fire his spikes
like missiles.
Marvel Enterprises have also joined forces with Ushra
Monster Jam to "bring Marvel's greatest superheroes to
the monster truck circuit," according to a Marvel press
release. They have entered a multi-year deal to put
Spider-Man, Wolverine and the Incredible Hulk on trucks
for the United States Hot Rod Association. They will
compete with such monster trucks as the Grave-Digger
and WCW-star Bill Goldberg trucks. The press release
also noted article continued that the Marvel truck images
will be featured on products from Pyram id, Play-by-Play,
and Jem Sportswear, as well as mo nster truck toy replicas
done by Mattei.
X-Force affiliate, Domino seems to be casting her "bad
luck " spells on Marvel's own Toy Biz division. Overproduction , high licensing costs and the lack of any "hit"

movies.com.

This gives new hope to the comic-giant that introduced
us to such characters as the X-Men and Fantastic Four,
which is losing its Colossus-grip on the industry. Marvel's
seemingly psychic ability to cater to their fans is fading
with age; this is evident in their current financial slump.
Marvel Enterprises' fourth quarter earnings report,
released Feb. 27, cast grim news on the company that is
still recovering from a bankruptcy that occured three
years ago. Marvel.com reports that they have lost $53.4
million in the past three months and their $90 million
budget for 200 I is practically gone.
Debt from the bankruptcy continues to pi le up. The
earnings report a lso indicates that they owe $250 million
in junk bonds, 'as we ll as an annual interest payment of
$32 million . However, Marvel will not go without a
fight, or melee, if you wi ll .
Their goal is "rebuilding the company's youth comic
book audience by retelling classic Marvel character stories in contemporary settings," according to an article on
their web site. They hope to do this through big-budget
Hollywood productions and other ventures, s uch as television shows and children's toys.
The buzz surrounding Marvel's current project,
"Spider-Man," is thick, like the Thing's orange-skin, but
I have sorted through the rumors and come out with legit
answers. Peter Parker (who, when bitten by irradiated
spider, was given the arachnid's incredible abilities,
according to the character bio at Marvel.com) will be
played by Tobey Maguire. While Parker's Jove interest,
Mary Jane Watson,
wi ll be played by "Bring
it On" and "The Virgin
Suci±s"' Ki~n Dtm;1.
Rwnorcd villain Doctor
Octopus will not be featured in this film, but
William Dafoe, who is
coming otT hi s critically acclaimed performance as Max Schreck
in 'Shadow of the
Vampire," will portray
the Green Gobl in.
Nico las Cage was originally cast as the Green
Goblin, but he wi ll be
unable to do the part
because of a prior
commitment to the
~~~~J!~~ film
"Windtalkers,"
!!!
according to upcom-

:II.IIIIIIRr!!

underworld because Spider-Man is set in modern day
New York City. His brother Ted Raimi wi ll also play a
member of the Daily Bugle Staff
The release date for "Spider-Man" is May 3, 2002. It
was "moved back from November, 200 I to allow for more
time for spec ial effects and post production," as stated on
upcomingmovies.com. The question remains whether our
hero in red will take Marvel out of the red, and into the
black?
The success of last summer's "X-Men," which earned
$54 million at the box office, according to countingdown.com, Jeans toward y es. Columbia journalism
instructor and comic enthusiast Len Strazewsk i believes
that the movies are great for Marvel. Strazewski, who
has penned issues of such com ics as the Incredible Hulk
and Captain America, bel ieves that Marve l should
"exploit the characters [that are] worthy of a cinematic
audience." He added that the movies, however, do not
have a significant influence on the sales of com ic books.
"Comic books are their own medium," Strazewski
said, "But, they seem to be dying." According to
Stazewsk i the great thing about comic books used to be
the fact that young kids could buy them for a re lative ly
low-price. That has changed. Now a days, comic books
cost anywhere from $2.50to $3 to $20-plus for graphic
novels or collectors items.
Strazewski belie ves that the future of comics is on the
Internet, but the potential of that new medium has yet to
be tapped. That is because there is no easy way to
deduct small amounts of money for the viewing or
downloading of specific episodes. Strazewski said that
a "m icro-cash model" must be enacted for internetcom ics to work. This isn't happening now because mos t
kids don't have credit cards, and the price of each
episode would probably be less than a dollar.
Marvel, o n the other hand, isn't waiting around. Their
market-strategies have come up with other options: cartoons, mons ter trucks and toys.

toys have all contributed to Marvel's least-successful venture. The ir earnings report stated "Sales for 2000
decreased by approximately 31.9-percent to $167.3 million, compared to $245.8 mill ion in 1999."
Marvel docs own the toy rights to the J.R.R. Tolkien's
Lord of the Rings trilogy. ''The Lord of the Rings: The
Fellowship of the Ring," which wi ll be re leased on
Wednesday. Dec. 19, 200 I, is quite possibly the most
highly-anticipated film since ''Star Wars: Episode 1."
Granted that the toys aren't over-produced, Toy Biz and
Marvel could cash-in whether they sell the rights to
another company or produce the toys themselves.
Whether the (re)making of Marvel films will bring
them back to the top of the comic industry is unclear.
Without the aid of Doctor Strange's all-seeing Eye of
Agamatto, it is hard to predict if "Spider-Man" will go
the route of 1988's mildly-successful "Punisher," or
Roger Corman's 1994 shelved-version of the "Fantastic
Four." And with the recent death of a "Spider-Man"
crew worker, Marve l's future looks c loudy. kind of like
Daredevil 's vision.

A Cultural Difference
Correspondent

Chicago. For more infonnation call (312) 266-7999 or
check their website at www.adobogrill.com, prices range
from $25 to $30 per person and smoking is only allowed
in the main bar.
O n the North Side of the city, Carlos Gardel's tangos

A well-rounded education cannot be achieved if your
palate has not been exposed to diverse ethnic cuisines.
Chicago's cultural mosaic gives us ""',.,..._.,-------,=.-,----,nr:
the opportunity of traveling through _a<.;;,..__..,"'" ,.,.
different gastronomies without ever ~~~~~~~:;:
leaving the Chicagoland area.
111
Mexican food comprises more
than tacos, tamales and burritos. As
Adobo Grill proves. it is not about
bombarding Americans with psuedoMexican food. it is about culture and
historv.
"Culture is reflected in food ,"
said Oudle\
ieto. head chef at
Adobo Grili. " It tells us "here we
came from. "hat " as brought to us
and \\ here it \\ 35 acquired from ."
Stepping ins1de Adobo Grill is
like I!Oinl! back in time to I 'lth
Century 1\ie:-.ico. A you ma~e ) nur
Wll\ ins ide the restaurant. a bar that is
ages old welcomes you. Wooden
floors and bare-brick walls create a
rustic ambience that ma~cs you feel
relaxed and cozy. The resmurJnt has
1\\ 0 bars and th~e different 1.- cis.
" We wanted to create a restaurant
that had a Mexican essence. pure and
authentic ... said Nieto.
R
·
·
1•
h·
·
f
ieto ·s recipe is s imple- tradi- C
tiona I mgredients. original rec ipes a1e 8a 8a eeba d1splays 1ts ethn ctly throug 1ts wtde array of ood and decor.
and a contemporary presentation .
··our cuisine is classic-aut~nt i c· \tex ican with a con- ha' e been heard for years through the mus ic system of
temporary touch."' said Nieto. " \\'e wanted to make food Tango Sur.
that " ould remind us of the streets (of Mexico). the
The restaurant is small, but their authentic
churches. t~ people. the colors in the open markets: the Argentinean cuisine makes them honorable rivals to the
smi les and happiness of a country. That is what "C have G0liaths of Chicago's culinary world.
crcated."Our beef is imported from Argentina every week,..
Adobo Grill has gained popularity for their signat ure said Sergio Di Sapio. owner of Tango Sur.
guacamole. wh ich is made tables ide in a rustic molcajetc
A rgentinean beef is regarded as some of the best in
(stone bowl): t~ir margaritas. "hich are made from the world. because the meat has less fat and because of
msh-squttzed lime JUice. Gran Torres (a Spani sh I iquor) cut.
and tequila llerradura Silver.
Argent inean cuts arc different than traditional
" We ha,·e the best margaritas in the cit) ... he sa id
American cuts o f beef. A lso. Tango Sur's beef is cut o n a
As ide from having one of ~ largest sdections of teq uila daily basis. unlike other restaurants that preorder their
in~ cit:v. Adobo also has a " ide 'ariet' of domestic and
cuts from a butcher.
imported "' ines and beers.
·
Parilladas are us ually a fa vorite among patrons. and
Adobo Gnll IS located at 1610 N. Wells St. in include s hort ribs. flap meat. chorizo (sausage). Morcilla

(blood sausage) and mollejas (beef sweetbradl). The
array of meat is served on your table in a sizzlint sriII
with Chimichuni (made out of olive oil, prlk:, s-sley
and some mild _peppers).
Tango Sur ts located at 3763 N. Southport Ave. For
more information c:a11 (773) 4775466 or visit them on the web at
www.tangosur.com, s mokina is
o nly pennitted on the outside patio.
They do not serve any alc:ohol, but
you are welcome to bring your
own wine.
An.o ther restaurant that has
been on the forefront of authentic
Spanish cuisine in Chicago is Cafe
Ba Ba Reeba, and the reason for
that is simple-~ were the first
Spanish restaurant in the city.
Cafe Ba Ba Reeba reflects t~
ambience of a nort~m bar from
Spain. People drink, smile, laugh
and enjoy authentic Spanish food.
Jamon Serrano, strings of garlic
heads and pimientos hang all
around the bar. The wooden floor
beats as a drum with the troops of
waiters and staff, as t~y carry an
array of tapas on their trays.
According to Wally Vincenty,
catering manager, one of~ most
requested tapas is queso de cabra.
which is baked goat cheese on a
bed of tomato sauce. Another
favorite is t~ palto de Ia casa,
which is thinly sliced jamon
Serrano, salchichon (a sausage product),chorizo
(sausage) and queso manc hego. ~ also have nine different styles of paella and a wide selection of entradas
(entrees) .
Cafe Ba Ba Reeba captures ~ essence and the colors
of Spain. not only with their cuisine, but also with ~ir
sangria which. according to Vinccnty, is~ best in the city.
- "We don 't dilute it," he said. Plus~ fruit is added to
your g lass of sangria when you order it unlike other places
where they add the fruit as t~y make it, to avoid fennentarion .

Cafe Ba Ba Reeba is located at 2024 N . Halsted Ave.
For more informatio n call (773) 935-5000 or visit ~ir
website at www.ley e.com. Prices range from $20 to $25
per person . Both s moking and non-smoking sections are
available.

An old act brought to a new environment
By Pretu Chandratflll
Staff Writer
The Playground Improv Theater brings an o ld act to a
new environment. 'ow in it.s fourth year of operation. t~
Playground stand5 out as ~ nation only non- profit
improvisational cooperative ~atcr. Basically that means
the, all-volunteer theater is run by t~ actors. and for t~

acton.
The theakr currently has 12 member ensembles and
rqubrty brings in gunt teams from around Chicago. who
pafonn di fferent improv wmcdy acts. The theater otTers,
"Jlale time to provide opportunity for pcrl'ormers to come
in trithooa judaments and learn by doing. " said Joe Bill.
one of the !healer·s founders.
Irs the "learn by doina" ethK thai allows perfonners to
try a wide variety of~ improv. They can come to
the dialer -.1 try out different acts in order to sec how

the audience responds .
In one of their most recent shows. the four teams Black
Sheep. Inside V ladimir, Snowball Express and Malice
performed. Black Sheep had an Adam Sandler look-alike
playing games like Tetris (the human version) with chairs
by stacking stools. They also had a ho memade, non-electric version of s urround sound, as the actors screamed
things from behind the audience. It was a clever concept
and got many audience members laughing .
The second team was Inside Vladimir. They had actors
sit with the audience and comment on t~ show as it progressed. When an actor would speak about figuratively
throwinll his heart across the river. the actors in the audience would of course say, "Oh yeah, what's ~ gonna do?
If~ throws his ~art across t~ river, ~ · 11 die!" We all
do this. but ~re's a helpful hint: don't. It really pisses otT
actors, but hey it's improv. if they can do it, why not
chime in and give t~m your two cents worth.
The next team out was Snowball Express. This team literally made my mouth
drop with some of the
things they did on stage.
They did hilarious sk.iu
alxM • py fOOtball cooch

tnla

!lhotk"" perfbnnn:e

lbout the art of sculpting
the human body. One
man deeply shnpes and
kneads hts human s~ ulp
turc between his le11s.
until It looks just rl11ht.
They hit on stJme uthcr
race toplca that you ' ll
have to sec for yourMif.
This t..m Is deOnltely •
1hocker.
Mallet, tiM lut team to

pe1'tJrm ~ • hllncllwlr.
Thly CMIIt 011 wtlh • - of ikM ebovl tllle llnlt
boy who woukl fO owr
to the nelallbor • yard
111\d p~ wmy man. the
nellllbur,

1

mumm•

look-alike from "Momma's Family.' would try to destroy
the li ttle boy's army men and when that would not work.
she tried to blow them up with a grenade. This proved to
be disastrous for momma. and a knee-slapper for t~
audience.
The comedy lasted for a little over two hours and kept
everyone amused. Many of the teams had different styles
of comedy. " We 're different than any ot~r theater, we do
all t~ styles, long form and short," said John Connolly an
actor. Other improv theaters are put together the same
way over and over again. The fonnula doesn't change
just ~ topics and actors. "A lot of actors can act but
many actors can't improv," said Connolly.
"We want to ~lp spread an idea of improv and act
ideas, also we want to have new tams come and act."
said Mark Henderson. a member of the executive committee and on-site operations. The Pt.ylfCMICI abo provides classes for a wide variety of improvben. C'-s
are tau&ht by some of the top improvben in Olicqo.
from Second City. The Annoyantc and tmprov otymplc.
Some past workshop teachen have beett
Masina.
Liz Allen and Jim ClmM. They offer WOI'bhops tbr
people of all aps with all ranacs of experience. 'Tht.
C)IISSCS are bulh to, ''amaze and help demyttit'yltnprov,"
sold Bill.
lf yuu'rc l nte~sted in learnina about improv they even
have t iiWCs for students. Ancllfyou'r. bnve "'""Il lnd
h#ve the sill II. you can tl')' out to be • plll't of• ...-nblt.
The next tl')' o ut will be M~~th 31; you can sip yp online
At www.the-plii,)'II'Ound.tom or al 1M IMMir.
'fhe Idola an lmprov non-profit co-op IMIIIrla OMdllna on. Others have copltcl the "-1111'0UM't ~~~
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Hong Kong Film Festival
at Siskel Film Center
By Melanie Masserant
Staff Writer
It has been 12 years since the year
of the snake, according to the Chinese
Zod iac. This year the snake is making
a striking entrance in cinema and is
slinking in for the 13th annual Hong
Kong Film Festival at the Gene Siskel
Fi lm Center.
The festival wi ll showcase II pieces
with the hyper-kinetic energy that
characterizes Hong Kong's films.
" Time and Tide" (Shun Liu Ni Liu)
features e laborate fight scenes and
bizarre came ra work. Tse, the protagon ist, gets a job as a security guard
even though he can't afford a gun. He
ventures into the underworld seeking
adventure. His curious spirit leads
him to a group of Latin gangsters.
"Time and Tide" wi ll reopen at the
Music Box Theatre in April.
T ribulation and dark humor characterize " Juliet In Love ." Though the
title may imply a sappy romantic film
it is everything but that. "J uliet In
Love" is a film with guts, hean and
anistic maturity," according to
Barbara Scharres, the festiva ls coordinator. " It is one of the fi nest films
made in Hong Kong the past year."
Political and comedic ovenones with
the Boxer Rebellion as a backdro p,
are fe lt in "The Last Hero In China."
Master Wong is forced to move his
c linic, only to discover that the new
location is next to a bumping brothel.
Wong has a showdown with the corrupt leaders that own the whorehouse.
The finale features spectacular fighting sequences by Yuen Woo-ping, the
mania! ans choreographer of
"Crouching Tiger Hidden Dragon."
In response to the anention that
Yuen Woo-pi ng is rece iving for his

work on "The Matrix" a nd
"Crouching Tiger Hidden Dragon,"
there will be a two-fi lm focus on his
career at the end of the fest ival in the
film " Wing Chun."
Woo-ping a nd other stars of Hong
Kong ci nema such as Jackie Chan,
John Woo (director of M ission
Impossible), Chow Yun-Phat (The
Killer), and Michelle Yeoh have left
Hong Kong for Hollywood a nd
Canada because the Chinese government gained rule from Britain in
1997. This Hollywood migration has
upset the c inema's chemistry.
"The las t 15 years was like
Ho llywood's Golden Era," Jim
Dempsey, the Film Center' s house
manager, said. 'Then film s had a certain momentum. They were magical
t imes because of public anticipation
and the filmmakers were influencing
each other. Now directors have to be
careful due to the government and use
lots of metaphors to show the change
for the worst."
Ho llywood has benefited from the
relocation o fi-Iong Kong's film icons.
According to Dempsey, "The Matrix"
and "Crouching T iger Hidden
Dragon" would never have been
made if they hadn't left. Both fi lms
had Hong Kong ideas and Hollywood
money. The convergence of these two
factors made the films a stunning success. Impeccable special effects and
balletic choreography are the immed iate outcomes of the merge.
This festival is playing throughout
March. General admission is $7.
Fi lms will be shown on Tuesday,
Thursday and Friday through Sunday.
The Gene Siskel Film Center is
located at The School of the An
Institute on Columbus Drive.

HARRY IN HELL
By Cassie Welcher
Staff Writer
" With a Friend L ike Harry," a new film
from director Dominik Moll (" Intimacy"),
hits the theatres in April with a big boom.
It is a story about a fami ly man named
Michel (Laure nt Lucas) who sets out for a
vacation at his summer home in the French
countryside with his wife Claire (Mathilde
Seigner) and their three screaming, infant
daughters. At a rest stop, Michel bumps
into a man named Harry (Sergi Lopez), an
old classmate that Michel can' t seem to
remember but that remembers Michel
fondly.
Soon, Harry and his fiancee , Plum
(Sophie Guillemin), are joining Michel's
family on their vacation. Harry seems to
be heaven sent-his carefree spirit and
charm light up Michel's boring holiday,
allowing him to let go. Soon Harry stans
offering advice and the more he offers, the
worse things seem to be gening.
As far as I'm concerned, Lucas and
Seigner are a more than welcome addition
to American theatre. Their performances
as the burnt out husband a nd wife sold me
on the story. Michel and Claire were driving with their three over-exhausted girl s
screaming non-stop and kicking their parents' seats, which forced them to make this
pitstop. That would drive anyone crazy,
whether acting or not. With no air conditioning in their car the summer is just a Iittie too hot.
The story is something of the unexpect-

ed. You see a nice guy who meets up with
an old class mate and seems too generous to
be true . Soon you see the awful truth hidden behind the face of what appears to be a
good man-he stan s convincing Michel to
do things that he never dreamed of before.
Somehow he gets Michel to stan writing
the story that he wrote in high school
almost twenty y ears ago, and terrible consequences follow. I larry turns Michel from
a loving family man into a man in turmoil.
It has a surprise ending that you do not
want to miss. Overall, the movie will leave
you laughing, and the next thing you know
you are asking yourself, what happened to
the nice family vacation? Is this another
"Cape Fear"?
I have seen some great foreign films in
my 20 years of life, and "With a Friend
Like Harry" is added to my list of the best.
There are many people that put down foreign fi lms simply because they aren't made
to American production standards, but I
have to say that if you jus t give it a try you
will like it. . . remember " Life is Beautiful?"
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Standards not so standard
By Allison Clark
Staff Writer
A true music ian's dream is to create and
play good music. 'True' as in someone who
is in the business for the music, not the
money. The Chicago-reared band, Tonoise,
is the result of five musicians in search for
a creative outlet. With the release of their
founh album, Standards, music fans are
a ble to witness the band's secret dreamland.
The most noticeable angle of Tonoise is
that their a lbum is strictly instrumental. No
vocals here. Without lyrics it's hard to
define a rock band. Lyrics give bands an
image and a sneak-peak into their personality. The nakedness of Standar ds pulls the
arrangement of the songs to the edge. The
band members demand that their instruments be heard, even if an image-any
image--is at risk.
Tonoise is but one project of many for the
five members. Drummer John McEntire
also drums for The Sea and Cake. John
Herndon (who plays several instruments),
bassist Douglas McCombs, drummer Dan
Bitney and guitarist Jeff Parker play concurrently in several other bands. Compared
to their other projects, Tonoise was a way

for the band members to alter their individual sound.
" In the beginning," Herndon told UR,
"there was a conscious effon in the very
basic sense of let's be in a band that doesn't have loud guitars as the focus of the
band, but other than that, that was it."
That bas ic sense brought forward
Tonois "s fi rst self-titled album release in
1994 . In '96 they released Millions Now
Living Will Never Die with a 21 -minute
opening song. Then came TNT in '98
which sold over I00,000 copies. The band
has been popular in Europe and critics say
they influence Radiohead and Stereolab.
Tonoise plans to tour during this spring and
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"We always knew Tonoise had brains,"
said Greg Kot, Chicago Tribune rock critic. "What we didn't know was whether they
could sound like they were having fun.
Stand a rds proves they can."
Standards possesses shoner songs (three
to five minutes) than TNT (seven to eight
minutes). The album isn't as edited as the
prior a lbum, UR magazine said. They had a
lucid approach to the recording. The album
begins with the type of introduction you
might hear from Jimi Hendrix. The guitar
and symbols sound like they are collapsing
on each other. Then this amazing drum beat
comes in that sends keyboard-typing fingers straight to the volume dial on the
stereo. By the founh song (titles are too
hard to make out on the jacket) Standards
slows down and rainforest-type noises
appear. The seventh song brings an clevatory
eighties synthesizer sound. Recovering within
minutes, the drums pick up and the album
begins to swing again.
To put a label on Tonoise is useless. The
instruments speak, not an emotional vocalist. It would be difficult to even pinpoint an
influential time period. Standards is as
original as a dream. The re are strange noises, d iffe rent paths, c limaxes and plenty of
things that don' t make sense until they've
been thought about a couple of times.
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By TOIII 5nyder

Contributing Editor
If there were a "Filmmaker of the Year" award, Steven
Soderbergh would be the first-place winner on everyone's
ballot this year. Twelve years after the release o f his first
film-and finally and fully delivering on the promise of
his early ae hievements -Soderbergh finds himself nominated as Bes t Director for two different films in the same
year ("Traftic" and " Erin Brockovich" ).
Such a watershed year for a director is rare. as you might
imagine. a nd the sky seems to be the limit as Soderbergh
pushes ahead with the production of his next feature.
"Ocean's Ele,·e n" (starring George Clooney and Brad Pitt
among others).
After so many years of anonymity. such immense attention and critic's a wards may be cause to give an artist such
as Soderbergh pause .
In 1989. Steven Soderbergh released a film that exploded across America's sil ver screens. The title of the film
itself buzzed through fest ivals and c ritic's circles. " Sex.
Lies and \ 1deotape · was new. raw and the key element in
the ignition of an independe nt movement that is still
'lrowin2.
- Soderbergh. then only 26 years old. became a n overnight
sensation. a critic's darling whose next fi lm would be eagerly anticipated.
\Vhen "Kallm" was released in 1991. a plethora of scratched
heads and bewildered gazes were there to meet it.
Let me get something important out of the way: don't let
this forgonen diamond-in-the-rough escape your attention!
Written by Lem Dobbs. scribe of s uch psycho log ical m ind trips as "Da rk City" and "The Limey." " Kafka" is a
noirish myste ry/comedy remini scent of Tell')' G illiam's
" Brazil." But I must confess (and please. no shouting): I
enjoyed "Kafka" e ven m ore than G illiam's c ult classic .
Starring Jeremy Irons as a fi ctionalized compos ite of
many of Fraz Kafka's literary protagonists. " Ka fka"

extracts various elements, such as paranoia and oppress ion, from the famed writer's prose to create a film full of
wit and expressionism.
Set in Prague during 1919, "Kafka's" plot follows an
insurance worker named Kafka ( Irons) whose introverted
lifestyle is changed after a co-worker is murdered by a
hideous, giggling imp in one of the most terrifying scenes
in the film. The murder leads the curious Kafka to an
underground revolutionary group who
claim to be fighting an
underground organization that has been
s ec retly controlling
the city.
C inematographer
Wa lt Lloyd film s the
majority of"Kafka" in
low-key black and white
photography, and the
amazing blocking and
cutting by Soderbergh is
reminiscent of such
films as Orsen Wells
1958 film ,"Touc h of
Evil." No joke, this
film'~ sty le is a thing
o f throwback beauty.
Whe n " Kafka"
sw itches to colo r photography for its tens io n- fill ed
clima x,
the re is a single slice
of dialogue that perfectly sums up the
fi lm's theme for me . A doctor (played by Ian llolm)
ins ists. " A crowd is eas ier to control tha n an individual. A
crowd has a commo n purpose. The purpose of the indi vidua l is always in questio n." For those of you who
haven't seen " Kafka." that probably means absolutely

nothing to you, but go rent it somdime this week and
you' II understand what Kafka means when he r('lorts:
" You'll never, never reach a man's soul through a lens!"
When "Kafka" was released the reviews were mixed,
and Soderbergh's celebrity was quickly forgotten. But the
loss of the s potlight allowed him to develop somdhing far
more important than celebrity; it allowed him to denlop
his craft. It's an immediately identifiable aesthetic that ts
drawing quick, and I believe, j ustified, comparisons to the
likes of Scorsese. Mark my words, with films like ''The
Limey," "Traftic" and " Kafka" under his belt, Steven
Soderbergh wi ll one day be idolized in film schools such
as ours with the likes o f Kubrick, Welles and Scorsese (if
he isn' t already).

'Blow Dry'
TlllltMCII MrS...
doesn't blow
By Chris Roach
Assistant A&E Editor

By TreAndres Members
Staff Writer
When I lirst heard the title o f
this mo' ie " Bio" Dr..'' I fi2 ured
it "' ould be all wd. Then "hen I
hear!! the prem1se: A local barber.
-..ho "' as once the Yoda of hairdr~rs. comes out of retireme nt
to reclaim his past glo~ "'hen his
home to"' n IS chosen to host
he Brt ish 1'\ational
lla ir
Championships
I had no douht m m' mind that
the mo' 1e "'ould sud · I had en visJOOed ~Crouchin2 Ti2er. ll iddcn
Dragon"
meets- "flairspray,"

"'tloopee'
llo,. e•er. I must say I "'as pleasami] rurprised ~ "Blow Dr) - I
"'on't go mto the Judging a book
b> it's co"er thing. but I should
ha"e k.nown somdhmg v.as am1' s
...,hen I found out that venatile

actor Alan Rickman was starri ng
in the mo' ie. Rickman gives a
"' onderful performance as a m an
"ho is burnt -out on life. Add to
that a mature!~ .written script and
that
sometime s
ambiguou•
Brillsh sense of humor and ) ou
ha'e )Ourself a pretty good
movie.
What impresses me most about
this mo' ie is how it to uches on
s uch comp le' them es as homo se,ualit). the mean ing of famil)
and 1deal as opposed to real beaut>. ~A ith s uc h a re la>. ed and com passio nate manner The best thing
about this mo' ie is that it 's not
too light and it's not too hea'~ It
deal< with some serious subjec t
matter. but it doesn't take itsci f
too seriously. This 1< de fi nite!) a
fami l) mo' 1e and a good movie
for guy< "'ho want to 1m press
thetr dat .. b) <hnwmg them thetr
SencntiVC 'l idc

Photo from www.wwf.com
od o· mighty. I feel lt~c a kid trapped in a
room fu ll of mons ters. It has ti na II) happened. the inmates a rc running the asylum.
I can hnrdly " a nd it. I \\Unt to scream. But there
IS no point All of my worst fcM< came true tlu<
past 1 hul'd.•y n1ght un " rnackdown." Firs t. Mr
\ilcMahon phi)Cd pa n in the most horrific act in

G

human history when he kissed (with his tongue)
Trish Stratus, right in front o f his invalid wife
Linda. Now. if I know anything about invalids
(and I do) Linda could still see and comprehend
the who le thing. How horrid . M r. McMahon
should burn in the seventh circle of hell for that
act. I just hope Ka ne is waiting there for him with
a 10-foot chokeslam.
The second part of the night. which made this
one of the worst in h istory. was tha t William
Rega l became the new WWF commissione r. What
~md o f a comm issioner" ill he make? He has no
respect for the good guys of the WWF like The
Rock and Chris Jericho. Worse ) Ct. he is from
England! lie proba bly has no idea how America's
commissio naire rules are followed. I'll te ll you
one th mg. our ntles are a lot different !Tum
Enl!bnd's. where all thc v ha'e is a kinl! that runs
aro'Und c hoppmg on· heads. Speaking of heads.
"here do.:s that lca'c the man Re~otal beat to
become commissioner. AI no" ?now "as lob b) ing for that position for nearly
u month. " ' cr since former commissioner (and
best friend to Sno" l tick Foley gave him the
idea. \lie all ~no" that now is not much of a
wrestler. b ut then: htLS to be some position in the
WWF h~ could ht,ld. Perh.lpS he could be the bell
ringer. or maybe e ven a
referee. One thing I do
know is this : no matter
"hill position Snow
ends up in. I would 11\'
s ll-eping ~ lot cii.Sicr if
he h 1d th.: comm i sionership.

BEGINNING MARCH 13, ADDED TUESDAY PERFORMANCES!
Student Rush Tickets!
I'V'ICHAS£ TlO<ETS ON THE OAY OF THE PE R ~OAMAN CE FO R S25

•'tJdrtw'lt

MuM :>"~
f0 M !holt txu offirA r......., hrket~ m.oty b9 J'(Jtt.hu~ P8f tO
Sub;t~J'G.t ~ ...,.,.bol~· f'ft ~ ~Jff '& 4 rt no~n Mun S•t ~10Dtn ~ ~ 12-/pm

We ~~~ nuw on I>

thn:e w~('ks "VIIY from
the billl!l'st nl~ht oft~

>car. ''\Vn:stlcMonill."

GRAMMY AWARD NOMINATED
DEBUT ALBUM, AUDIO,
AVAILABLE EVERYWHERE/
TUE&T ~ ,. II. FAI '» 1• 10, SAT 1114,7•10, SUN .- l • fl

BOX OFFICE 773.348.4000
oo&lnt~~•l•r 312.902.1500

The~ is ah~cKly q u it 11

bit ofcontro, ~v 1111
that dllmn ~ r.

McMu.l\Qn h;t~~ mllcle
~bl'l\, lthe wife Ill'
" ' l()nc told" te._.
ustln) th• manaa-r of
the R()elo:. For t~ f
)IOU wl\Q 0011 't ltnow_
The R~k I All tln'8
opP\)Mnt it the t wnt.
Olltllt l!'Ofl1l l ~

GROUP SALES 773.348.3300

1\owMr. M~
wt~11kl ,_., If ll.la wU\

BRIAP STREET THEATRE 11-800·8LUEMAN

WMt Ht 'NQ\Ikt fl"lbably j lllt ~·
•
'ttl II ancl ~"'

wulnlllt oppoMM"
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.............. oont
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1'/CI(S OF THE WEEK
Flux Informatio n Sc iences. Stero Sedati\e. IOp.m ..
S7. Empty bottle

By Rob Barto

A&E Editor

actually practice and have a love for music
and not just for fame. There are a lot of peoThis is the space in whic h weeklv readers ple out there struggling to be heard and just
would expect me to present a revie'w of last because they don 't look hip and con form to
week 's concert, "p ick of the week." the MTV-style they are overlooked. This
Unfortunately because of problems with the seems just a little wrong, granted this looks to
venue and a lack of timeliness on my pan 1 be what our capital ist society is working
was forced to moss the show. I am just as dis- toward: The Almighty Dollar.
appointed as I am sure those of you reading
Think back! Can you really remember any
are. To make up for thos lottie mostake I decid- one of the New Kids On the Block's hits? If
ed I wou ld give you, the reader, my opinion you can, try to sing it out loud when you read
on a pan of our musical culture that has been this article. Now, if you did have the ability
making an impact o n the mus ic industry since to s ing it out loud, what are the expressions
the 1970's.
like on the peoples faces around you? Just as
Last week's "pick of the week " was the new I thought.
boy band 0- Town, who played at the House
For some reason the world at large (minus
of Blues. The concert was going to be my producers and young g irls) hate boy bands,
first time to view a boy band up close, and 1 the songs they sing, and what they represent.
can tell you that I was more than a little inter- So why are they around? While doing
ested i~ what I was going to see. Thoroughly research on this I went to Google.com and
entertaoned by The Monkees as a child, I was typed in "boy bands." The fim 25 sites I care a:ms
will ing to give one of the modern boy bands \\Oe ~bands_suck.com; Killtheboybands.can;
a g lance.
Get ridofthepops ens at ion .com and so forth.
This is as far as I want to compare the boy
So why are they sti ll here? Do the producbands of today to the Monkees. T hi s may be ers 3nd young girls really take up that much
just c hildhood nostalg ia talking, but I had of the music cons umerism that they can correspect for the Monkees, whi le I have never ner the market in such a way, or are there
had any respect for groups s uch as N-Sync, closet cases out there? Th is is one of the
Backstreet Boys, New Kids on the Block or th ings I was hoping to discover at the above
Menudo. I think the Monkees started some- mentioned show, but it j ust didn 't work out.
thing that was used and abused and now has Maybe it's better that I didn 't go, maybe I
gone completely out of control. The Monkees would have seen some of the closet cases and
saw what had been started and dec ided to end then who knows what I would have had to
it with their wonderful fi lm " Head,"whic h print.
was partially w ritten by Jack N icholson.
I' m not trying to bum boy bands, I'm just
Let's take a look at what a boy band is. It's trying to say if you do love the music and not
a group of young men who are placed togeth- just the lush life, then get off your producer's
er by music producers who have people write lap and try to show people that you have taltheir mus ic for them, teach them to da nce and ent. Let your fans truly have something to
come up with their latest dance moves. believe in. Make the rest of us who disagree
Usually they become one-h it wonde rs with with you, or are constructing these web s ites,
the younger c rowd who forget about them believe that you are not just a bunch of pretty
when they grow up to enjoy the next phase in boys, but musicians. Prove yourself.
adolescence: Goth-rock.
This seems to c heat other musicians w ho

Patricia Barbe r Trio . 9p .m .. S5. The Green Mill

March 13:
Triage . IOp.m .. S3. Empty bottle
Murder City Devils. Fireside bowl

March 14:
Stuckoncei ling. Studio C J-I&K&K . IOp.m. Ei'1lJiy bailie
Brother Lowdown. Krembonc. 9:15p.m .. S5.Eibo room
MVP. 9p.m .. S5. Martyr's
Kurt Elling Qua rtet. 9p.m., S5. The Green Mill

March 15:
Josh Richter Band. Swag. Spheres Of Influence.
9p.m .. S5. Elbo room
Los I Jombres Pe rdidos. 9p.m. Schubas

March 16:
Van Zandt. House of Blues
Dr. Mad Vi be. Isotope 2 17, Tallulah. 9p.m.. $5. Elbo room
Hooliganism . 7:30pm. $1 5; Homunculus. \Op.m .. $7.
Schubas
Outkas t. Ludacris. Aragon ballroom
Stereoty pes. TRS-80. OJ I Jamster & Bunnyhug.
Man Planet. 9p.m., $8. Double Door
Brad Goode & Loui s Smith. 9p.m., $8. The Green Mill

March 17:
Empero r Penguin. JOp.m. Empty b ottle

Sabertooth Organ Quartet. 12a.m., $3. The G reen Mill

March 18:
Loraxx, Runner. Ghostcar. \Op.m., $7. Empty bottle
The Mighty Mighty Bosstones, The Slackers, 5p.m. The
Metro
Outkast, Ludacris. Aragon ballroom

The Biggest 8t Best
St. Patrick's Eve Ever!
Friday, March 16th

.t~

Great Food & Drink!

ERLY'
1111 k6: i i tl

M
4010 w. 111th
Oak lawn

·Sludge Nation show UVE from 2pm-6pm
• Torben Floor to play at 7pm

C:

•Hang out with AI Secord, fonner
Chicago Blackhawk, from 2pm-Spm
•Win a bip to see Dave Matthews in Las Vegas
•Win U2 tickets
• See who can kiss Turd the longest in the

"Kiss The Turd" contest from lOam to 12 Noon.
The winner gets $1000.0() .

QlOl
For more information go to Ql01.rom or call Reilly's Daughter at 708-423·1188
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Log on to the
Columbia Chronicle website at
www.columbiachronicle.com to enter.

First Prize

$1 00 Gift Certificate
to Suncoast Video
and 4 movie passes

Second Prize

$50 Gift Certificate
to Suncoast Video
and 4 movie passes

Third Prize

$25 Gift Certificate
to Suncoast Video
and 4 movie passes

Contest deadline is Saturday, March 24
at midnight, so enter today.

Columbia Chronicle
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Classified&
Announcements
$5,000.00 TO WOMEN.
Healthy women 21-31, with a history
of pregnancy, needed to serve as
anonymous egg donors. Donors will
be evaluated, take medication and
undergo a minor surgical procedure.
If interested, call ARR 773-3277315.Serious inquiries only.

ACROSS
1 Passing craze
4 Obstruct
7 Uke a dunce cap
14 Make a blunder
15 100 square
meters
16 Uke very narrow
roads
17 Boston suburt>
19 Tugboat rope
20 Arp's an

Europe $199 one way.
Mexico/Caribbean or Central
America $250 round trip plus tax.
Other world destinations cheap. If
you can beat these prices start your
own damn airline! Book tickets
online www.airtech.com or toll free
877-AIRTECH

movement

21 Actress Arthur
23 Very dry
24 Far from the big
time
29 Alphabet start
31 Remove from
power
32 At large
34 Creates new
piles
38 Ftunery nyer
39 Frightens away
41 Blind strip
42 Certified
44 First president of
the AFL-CIO
45 Censer
48 Form datum
49 Used
oonnections
53 Largest
landmass
54 Consume
55 Corsica's
neighbor
58 Simple sheffers
620~s

Ordinary
Wet soil
Small drink
Of involuntary
musde
contractions
68 Goddess of folly
69 Distress signal

64
65
66
67

DOWN
t Make an effort to
resist
2 District
3 Slave in an 1857
case
4 _ humbug!
5 Fit for farming

C 2001 Tribune Med• Ser'llcn.tnc
AU right• ,....,.....

Solutions
s 0 s 3 l

6 Thaw I'Mce
7 Collapsible bed
8 Lennon's 'Mdow
9 Original
10 Uncomfortable
1 1 Egyprs capital
12" Hair'
13
SWot Vorl<,
England
18 Beaver project
22 Goddess of love
25 Lemon drink
26 Popular cookie
27 Fling
28 Porch raider
29 _ mater
30 Word 'Mth camp
or out
33 Or1<neys'
neighbors

d I S
o n
s IJ 3 l 0 0
V B l 3
1
s !) N I
X 3 S
3 l
A N " 3 Vj
l s
s
1 "
s ~ ::J " i s
3 N 0
s 3 0 .L " i
0 I IJ"
3 N I l M 0
3 N V l 3 N
l " 0 I N 0

CiiY

35 Uke communism

36
37
39
40
43
44

::J

52
56
57
59

50 Consume

60 Sailo rs' admin.

completely
51 Tropical vine

6 t Part ola min.
63 "_ to Billie Joe"

Vishnu

'Tlu

wrrk. wr Will look 1:1 wbet"e thc Soutb Loop may be
bu<Md
Olxol lbr c~l £otcbirt&c. ~ mthc bu

1960s.

o:ba IDSutubOOIS

"'thc s~ Loop. ••d o - P~q~o~. .a iiiAotJ
ptolcuor 11 Columbia md ll.&bor oHour boolu on
Ct.::.,o' s butOfJ' · cobnbl.a ss a rul ptoN:er; he ••d
~

l
0

0
0
IJ
H
d
Y

47 High-tailed it
49 Coconut trees

O..n thc p~bu &udci. Cbcq o't SoutbLoop
~ood hu brmlbe cetUr oC oi"IIN.!IC
remr&:u oa ~ we e.lq)locrd wMI I:bon wbohe

W&.l lbc Jl(CJCI'ICC of 1everAI CohJCI Md

" 3

IJ i
B I

46 Cohort of

Welles character
Hades river
Cuff fastener
That woman's
That woman
Guys

.nd work nthc Soucbl.oop~ollbc t~

H

0
3
IJ
0

s " d s
N n Vj
3 N
" 0
s 0 l N" 3 l
VI
s 0 3 l l ns "d
ll n H l
3 l s 3 1
l "
H S
H l Ot'j
3 s 0 0 l
::J B y
i 3 0
l l "w s •
3 B
" 0 " 0
Vj" H 0 3 3 N
IJ IJ 3
3 IJ "
IJ V B
0 " ~
::J I l

"
Vj

Obtain
VIVacity
Small vipers
Create lace

Classified Advertising Rates:
Only 25 cents per word.
All major credit cards accepted.
Pre-payment required.
Deadline: Friday5:00p.m. C.S.T
To placeyour order, visit the world
wide web at:
http://www.universaladvertising.com
BUYER BEWARE: Neither Universal
Advertisingnor Columbia Chronicle assume
responsibility for damages resuHing from
any advertisements.

CALL 312·344-7432withQuestions

COLORADO WINTER
ADVENTURE:
Snowcat skiing and boarding, DogSledding, Snowmobiling, Resort
Skiing and Boarding, Snowshoeing,
Nordic Skiing ... 14 Choices in all.
You Chooset Mild or Wild! Package
includes up to 5 sports, lodging, all
meals, instruction, equipment, parties and shuttle from Denver! Less
than 1/2 of retail prices - we want to
show you our 3 million acres of
backcountry paradise! For more
information and rates on flights to
Denver, call toll-free 1-866-4956445. Ask for Debra.
TELEVISION INTERNSHIPS
available with Lake County
Television. Gain hands-on experience in television production.
Positions available year-round. Call
847-782-6080 for an
application .
Automated Home Business
http://www.retirequickly.com/64200
Our name says it all !
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College Education Assistan ce
Will Start Your First Day of Work,
Not Your First Day of Class.
Get up to $23,000* in
College Education Ass istance

PACKAGE HANDLERS

t,•, hh' I 1·: ! t J 'l' J~>tl, • ·~H
\\tt'kt p.j,

&

Hti ' I•LII'>

Ph: 847-480·6788
Up to $10.000 Education Aul stanco
for the Northbrook Sunri se Shift!
To Northbtook take pace bus 1212

Ht "''''' ·'

Ph: 630·628· 3737
$500 S~y Bonu• for all 1hlft1!
To Addrson take paco bus 1536 or 1393

PALATINE*
(Hicks & Rand Rds. l
Ph: 847·705-6025
$500 S~y Bonus fO< Sunrise and
Twllicht Shifts!
To Palatrne from Elgrn l&ko p&ce bus 1556

For more rnformat ron.
olease c all our facrlr t res drrect
or our 2 4-hr. JObhne at.

l-888-4UPS-JOB

It

(Army Trail & Lombard Rds.)

tl69 1390 1391 1392 1395 1397 1890 1833

NORTHBROOK

·~q 11(\ th.tlr

c;,,

ADDISON*

HODGKINS*
( 79 1h & Wrllow Spronli' Rds I
Ph: 1-888-4UPS·JOB • Access Code: 44 17
To Hodgkms take one of the followrng buses

(Shermer & Willow Rds.l

1
1()

Olli\Nil

don't pass it
pass It 00!

up ...

I* I

~

E

Lower level of the 600 S. Michigan building
Monday - Thursday Bam to 6 :30pm,
Friday Bam to 3pm

The boys and girls of spring
Columbia's baseball team ready to take its first swing March 18
By Nell Buethe
Assistant Sports Editor
Imagine this scene : Columbia's baseball team is down
by three runs to the University of Wisconsin Eau-Claire in
the bottom of the ninth. With the bases loaded and two
outs, ~rst baseman Adam Dassow walks up to the plate.
The pttcher wmds up and releases an outside curveball.
Dassow locks in on the path of the ball and swings his bat.
C RACK! Dassow connects, the sound silencing the
small crowd on hand. They watch as the outfielder backs
up more, more, more, and then stops, realizing a ll he can
do is watch as the ball, and their lead, disappear beyond
the other side of the outfield fence.
Columbia's new baseball team is hoping scenes like this
will be frequent during their inaugural season in the
Wisconsin-Illinois Baseball Conference, which begins
March 18. Columbia w ill be going up against teams from
the University of Wisconsin-Madison, Un iversity of
WISCOnsin-Eau C laire, Marquette University, Northwestern
University, DePaul University, Loyola University and
Robert Morris College.
The WIBC was created last year with the help of Colin
C lark, the captain ofEau C laire's team. Eau Claire used to
play UW-Madison and Marquet1e just for fun, but after
fi nding out that Marquene was also p laying teams in the
Chicago area, Col in figured they could have enough
teams to start a league. They talked to Northwestern and
were able to create a seven-team league, which grew to
eight with the additio n of Columbia this year.
Dassow, one of the charter members of the Columbia
team, knows winning in the league won't be easy.
"Some of these guys play ing on the other teams could
be playing varsity ball somewhere, so the competition is
really good," said Dassow.
Dassow knows thi s because as an undergrad at DePaul
last year he played for the ir club team. When he came to
Columbia this year for graduate school he noticed that
there weren't a ny sports he could get involved in besides
ultimate fri sbee. He figured that if a frisbee team can be
created, why couldn't a baseball team be started as well?
Dassow inquired to Columbia's a dmin istration and they
told him to make up a proposal. He went back home,
wrote up his formal proposal and when he brought it back,
they agreed with it. As s imple as that, Columbia had the
beginnings of a bas eball team .
The next stage wasn't as easy. Dassow had to find a
place to play and practice, a way to pay for all the team 's
expenses, and most importantly, he had to fill the roster.
He put up fly ers around school and ta lked to anyone that
would listen to generate word of mouth. People of all skill
level started calling and before too long there were
eno ugh members to field a tea m . As of now, there arc 13
players, but Dassow says he is still looking for more play ers, and any beginner is welc ome . And girls, don ' t worry,
the league is co-ed, so you are more than welcome to join.
The only requirement is that you need to have health
insurance to play and will help parti c ipate in fundra is ing.
The team was a llocated $1,000 from the Student

Jamie Humphrey/Chronicle

Members of Columbia's Baseball team, the Killer Bees, practice in preparation for their inaugural season.
Organization Committee to help cover some of the fees
during the season. According to Dassow, they have to pay
for the use of the field , umpire fees, equipment, uniforms
and travel. Even with the money from the SOC, he
believes the team will have to raise about $1,000 more.
The team has already raised around $280 by selling tickets to Cubs games in April. The Cubs allow organizations
to sell their tickets and in return they cut them a check.
But, to reach this amount, Dassow said the team would do
any kind of fundrai s ing possible.
"We w ill do anything from selling tickets, to bake sales,
to washing cars to get the money we need," said Dassow.
Columbia's team, called the Killer Bees, will hold its
practices at Union Park at the comer of Washington and
Ashland. There will be nine practices held before the one
month long season starts. The Killer Bees a re only scheduled to play seven double-header games during April and
Dassow is hoping for good weather. Where they will play
their games is still uncertain.
Dassow says he isn ' t sure how they a re going to travel
to each away game, but most likely they will be able to
carpool or"rent a van. The Bees will travel to Marquet1e on
the 22 of April and to Eau-Ciaire for WIBC tournament,
May 4-6. According to Dassow, the weekend in Eau
C la ire will be more than just play ing a few games.
"The whole town is going to be invol ved," said Dassow.
"The re is going to be a hospital ity tent and little kids w ill
be asking for autographs."
T he to urnament wi ll be held at Carson Park, a stadium

·

that once was the playing grounds for a minor league team
in the 1950's. There are a lso fields nearby for teams to use
for practice during the weekend.
Clark says he and his teammates have been putting up
Oyers around the city and inviting kids they teach in clinics in hopes of alluring a large crowd.
Eventually, C lark says they want to divide the eight
teams into two di visions a nd join the Nat iona l C lub
Baseball Assoc iation. Then next year they would be able
to se nd the champion of the WIBC to the NCBC
Championship, held each year.
" We were just playing M adison and Marquette for fun,
but now we have a goal at the end o f the season," said
C la rk.
Play ing for DePa ul's team last year, Dassow was on the
losing end of a lot of games as the B lue Demons e nded up
in las t place, but he says that it just getting out o n the diamond and playing is the best part.
"No matter what, we will have fun," said Dassow.
"Everyone is eager'to play. At our first practice we were
in the snow a nd it was fun just to throw the ball around
and bat."
The first year may be a struggle for the Killer Bees, but
they are ho ping that this v.ill be the beginning o f a sports
tradition he re at Columbia .
" We are hoping to get more exposure a nd more interest," sa id Dassow. ··we will sec how it goes and bu ild
upon this for next fall."

Ultimate Frisbee team ·picks up second win ever, loses four
By Sonja Schneider
Staff Writer
The Killer Bees won one of five games
during last week's Frisbee tournament in
downstate Bloomington-Normal, defeating ISU in its single victory.
In the first game Co lumbia was matched
up with Knox Ulti mate and lost 11-2.
"Knox is by far one of the best teams we
play. They have been together for a long
time," said Erica Ashburn, Bees mid position player.
After being defeated by Knox, the Killer
Bees had to face Illinois Wesleyan without

a break. The team he ld the game c lose in
the first half but started to struggle in the
beginning of the second half.
" We were down four points, then we
went on a five point run with about fi ve
minutes on the clock. We got the score to
10-9 and with a linle more time we could
have pulled it off," Ashburn said.
Unfortunately, time ran out and the final
score against Wesleyan was left at I 0-9.
The k iller Bees were able to rest for their
game against ISU. In a previous encounter
ISU suffered a loss to Columbia. In this
m a tch ISU kept the score c lose but
Columbia held on to win 9-8.
"ISU is a slower team . We stuck with our

College Basketball
Thursday-Friday
First Round NCAA Tournament

Saturday-Sunday
Second Round NCAA Tourney

playing style and knew we could wear
them down," Ashburn said.
The Killer Bees couldn 't keep up the
momentum, however, and fell to Wesleyan
for the second time.
In the fourth game Columbia and
Wesleyan were tied after the first half, but
Wesleyan pulled ahead in the second hal f
to defeat Columbia 11-4.
With Wesleyan's victory they advanced
to the championship game against Knox,
which they eventually lost. This loss gave
Columbia one last shot at Wesleyan for
second place in the tournament.
The Killer Bees he ld their own while
playing Wesleyan in the last game. At one

Blackhawks
Tuesday
Dallas, 7:30 p.m.

Thursday
Nashville, 7;30 p.m.
Sunday
Anaheim, 2 p.m.

po int the teams were tied at ten, but
Wes leyan went on to beat the Killer Bees
13-1 I.
After the tournament the Killer Bees
expressed their disappointment about the
losses but were pleased with their progress
as a team.
"We are constantly pushing ourse lves.
We know each others' skill levels now, and
where everyone is at on the field. We are
getting new people and we would like that
to cont inue. We are looking forward to
sectionals," Ashburn said.
The next tournament for the Kille r Bees
wi ll be on March 24 and 25 in Terre Haute,
IN.

Bulls
Monday
@ Charlotte, 6 p.m.
Wednesday
Philadelphia, 7;30 p.m.
Friday
Seattle, 7:30 p.m.
Saturday
@ New York, 6:30 p.m.
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Cheerleaders: what are they
good for? Absolutely nothing

Rough season ends for CSU, 84-72
By Graham Couch

arch Madness is almost here. In j ust a few
"ccks college basketball fans will cclebrntc their C hristmas. hcginninl!! their
nwming \\ atching the tournament a nd ending their
da~ doing the same thing. Even peopl~ who don 't
like college sports or sports at all get 1111~ Marc h
Madness. They get to till out those fun lottie
brackets and try to get the big payday at the end.
At least in some o tlice pool around the country,
some coin flipper will end up winning the whole
thing. While the hoopla of the entire tournament
takes e\'eryone 's attention. one small aspect of the
college game is always overlooked around this time of year.
The cheerleaders.
Where would the game be
without the cheerleaders encouraging the team~ Is it poss ible
that the inspirational cheers of
the Michigan State support
group helped Mateen C leaves
and his gu~ s win the tournament
last year? Nope . Cheerleade rs
are useless. It's not meant to
Scott Venci sound harsh or degrading. and
Correspondent this thing goes way beyond
- - - - - - \\hether cheerleaders serve a
spec i fie purpose or not.
I was talking to a cous in of mine a couple of
family gatherings ago and he brought into perspective why students initial!~ If) out for the cheer leading group. " It's a great "ay to meet girls." he told
me. He was speaking from experience. having been
a guy who was assigned to put his hand on a girl's
butt and fling her 15 feet up in the air. It made perfect sense. At least for whv men IZO out for the
cheerlead in11 team.
·
\1en are ,;ble to use the excuse that they are passionate about their school and want to do anything
possible to cheer them on. These guys know exactly what they are doing though. Do you think a
male cheerleader on the Illinois squad cared when
Corev Bradford had his striniZ of consecutive
with at least one three': point field goal come
to an end? Not at all. He had just spent the last
thnee hours touching some girl's ass in a socially
acceptable situation. W'hat other venue allows a
man to do that? In what other s ituation does a
res pectable woman allow a man she hardly knows
the access that these male cheerleaders get? Trust
me. there is none .
On to the girls side of this thing. We know they
don't do this so that they can feel some guy's hand
on their butt region. It's a safe assumption to think
they don't do this to fit in with some sort of college
crowd, because nobody in college really cares
about the cheerleaders like they did in high school.
They care about the dance team that comes out
during halftime and timeouts. Which must really
irit the cheerkackrs who have to stay to the side
and cheer DURING the action. They occasionally
~ their moment in the sun and get to do a few
cartwheels and back flips. but when they do, everyone is either going to the bathroom or yelling at
their children.
It's dangerous for a female cheerleader too. It's
the girl who is thrown up in the air, looking like
the man at the circus who gets shot out of a cannon. Ex~ sometimes there is no net to catch
them. Have you ever been at a game where a
cheerleader gal thrown up in the air, fully expecting 10 ~caught on the way down? I haven't, but
I've seen the video "When Cheerlalding Goes
Bad" and it's 001 a pretty sight. The girl land, hard
on the wooden Ooor and immediately looks up at
the guy who wu supposed to catch her. There is a
look of hurt on her face ..., 1he realize! the betrayal
that the girJ.-guy cheerleader relation!hip jll.'lt ! Uf·
fered The gil)'·, JOb i! to catch her. and the woman
puts fulltrus1 in him to do so When it doe! n't happen, there "JIISti foablc a nger on the woman'• part
You know what happen! 111 a "tuation like tha t?
The guy •• ..., !urpmcd as the gHI lie fu lly intended II> catch her. but he wa.sn ' t concentrating li e
thrtw the girl up 111 the alf and then •tartcd looki ng
up her c heerle<lder •k 1rt fly the time • he came
down 11 was too late The guy totally frngotto
catc h her
The only thing that may be IX""blc ,. that g~rl •
do the cheerleader thing heca u'M: they really do
I<Jve it There are no <frm~ attached for the ~"I
\he Me< 11 hecau•e • he feel• that 'l<•mchow •he
w ntnbute• to her «ehnol I he•c g ~rl• have the
«ehf,.., l <pmt that <o many t<>llcgc <tude nt• I<U;k
nnw \fay he !hey <km ' t really o;erve • true purpmc
iff lhe<e game<. bvt who are they really hurtmg''
'-fay he,
may he. the•e ~hee rl cadct! arc a lot
more creative !han we 1£'"" thern credit for
y,f\J <ee . when everyrme el"" " ..nlng al hrnne
w<rf~hmg the ~mal ~ 111 1r rm tele v•.. on heuuoc the
ti<.ke1• were '"'P'"'"ble II• ii.Cf . fnur «L• nf 4hccr
leader< get I<• wal<.h lhe jV!mc fr~•m •mnc of the
be<t <eat• on the h1"1<c I " r fr ee
'vfayhe lhe<e peuple knt>W cxd(.l ly whal they ' re
d<>lng.

M

Sports Editor
Ch icago State's 84 -72 loss to
Valparaiso March 4 in the first round
of the Mid-Continent Conference
Tournament in Fort Wayne, Ind. ended
what Bo Ellis called the mos t frustrating year of hi s life.
The Cougars stayed with the topseeded Crusaders for more than thirty
minutes . Chicago State took a 57-56
lead with 12: 18 remaining before succumbing to a 27-8 Valparaiso run that
put the game away.

"We couldn't consistently put the
ball in the hoop to stay with a team like
Valpo," said Chicago State Head
Coach Bo Ellis. "But then again, that's
been the story of our season--no cons istency."
Ell is switched the Cougars defense to
a 1-3-1 and tried some trapping in an
effort give the Crusaders some looks
they hadn't seen before.
Tony Jones and Jimmy Mack Jed
Chicago State with 18 points apiece.
Lubos Barton scored a career-high 31
to pace Valparaiso.
Both teams played without key players . Chicago State's Darrell Johns

stayed home for what Ellis stated as
"personal reasons." Valparaiso's top
scorer, Milo Stovall, sat out the game
with mononucleosis.
The defeat ended a disappointing
season fo r the Cougars at 5-23.
"We were hoping to build on last
year, but there were still some positive
things," Ellis said . "Injuries and losing
some tough games early really hurt our
confidence."
Eliss called next season, his fourth, a
crucial year. He said he has several
good recruits coming in to join up-andcomers Clark Bone and Randy Nelson.

games

l'"'

and got very physical, which

conference.
Farmer said his team never
quit at any poi nt this season,
but acknowledged that effort
a lone will not tum his young
Rambler program around.
When asked if he could use
more players like Bailey, he
replied, "Five of them."
Farmer also gave Bailey
credit for not trying to take
over every game when
Loyola would fall behind,
understanding that for the
program to improve he must
keep his teammates involved.
"There were times, because
of his ability and his heart.
that he would like to tuke over
a 'orne , nnd he docs ,'' f'armcr
sn1d. " Out he ~nlly is u tcnm
plAyer nnd he will carry the
tcnm If he hAS to, but that's
not the wny he likes t!> pl11y."
llowever. even in his su~l'
so phumt•rc. Fnrnu:r found
roum l(>r imprtwcmcnt.
" (llutlcr( dout>lc· ICI\Illcd him

means Dave 's got to get
stronger and I think he sees
that as he progresses, " he
said. " And maybe next year
he' ll get some calls, but he
has to get stronger so he can
take the contact and stiII fin.
ish ."
Next year doesn't look so
bad for Loyola. Kerr is the
only graduating starter. The
Ramblers will have to fmd a
way to replace his 13.3 points
a game. but accordill8 to
Farmer, they have recruited

well.
Not ready to look to next
year, Farmer admitted tha.t
this season was a real di$appointment.
"We worked hard and didn't
have many wins to show fur
it." he said. "Just go back and
look at so many of the pmes
we played throuahout the
course of the confe~ncc
schedule that we.re dose."
Loyola hun& touah o~n
thmuithout the season. but it
was obvious on Mareh that
there Is 11 s till huge dispari~
betwffn the Raml>lcrs and the
lllp l> f I he

lclli\1<11,

"Sports Underground" hits the road
Pno4a1 {)y P114~ l

PytotkW<lh<o~ICit

(Top) David Bllley(12) le coneolld by hltiNmmiiM
lowlrd the end of the Rembltrt 7a.52 ton. (Bottom)
khln Kerr (5) pleytd In hie llnel glll'lt for Loyoll.

llg Ten Toumamtnt Cover...
'or rttulll of the 110 Ten Champlonlhlp
a•rne lut lundly vlelt the Chronicle webelte
at WWW.CCCH ..ONICLI.COM

WCRX'a weekly aporta talk ahow t. on
location live from the South Loop
Club thla Tuesday (3113) from 7-8 p.m.
Tune In to 88.1 FM for the NCAA
Tournament Speclll.
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Northwestern rally comes up short, 72-55 Dismal season draws to
By Graham Couch
Sports Editor
a close for Blue Demons
Finishing 11-19 and 3-13 in the
Big Ten would seem like a di smal
season to most people. Not if
you're Northwestern.
Already undersized and out
manned, Northwestern got off to
a slow start and couldn' t recover
as they lost to Iowa 72-55
Thursday night in the first round
of the Big Ten Tournament at the
United Center.
After not winning a conference
game all of last season and not
having won a Big Ten road game
in two years, a season in which
both are accomplished has to be
looked at as an im provement,
despite the disappointing loss to
the Hawkeyes.
" I think it was a good season for
our standards," said Northwestern
guard Winston Blake.
Trailing by 19 early in the second half, the Wildcats went on a
22-6 run, cutting the Iowa lead to
40-37. The aggressive play of
Collier Drayton and hot shooting

of
Ben
Johnson
kept
Northwestern close, but the
Hawkeyes eventually built their
lead back to double-digits. A
Johnson three-pointer with 2:42
remaining cut the margin to 5951, but the Wildcat surge would
end there.
"Iowa looked like they were a
little ticked off that we beat them
[back on Feb. 10)," said
Northwestern Head Coach Bill
Carmody.
Iowa used their size advantage
early on to pound the ball in the
post, helping Reggie Evans score
13 of his 20 points in the first
hal f. The Big Ten's leading
rebounder also had a game-high
14 boards.
"Northwestern didn 't have as
much size as [Evans) is used to,"
said Iowa guard Dean Oliver. It
was a little bit easier to get the
ball inside."
Northwestern trai led 30-15 at
the intermission. Carmody said
that being down just 15 was
lucky.
" It could have been worse," he
said. " It seems like they missed a
number of layups in the first half

and a few three-pointers."
The Wildcats shot 26 percent in
the first half, including three-for14 from beyond the arc.
Johnson shot six-of-nine threepointers and finished with a
game-high 24 points. Blake
added 12 for the Wi Ideals.
Besides Evans performance,
Iowa got a career-high 18 points
from freshman Glen Worley.
The three conference wins and
a squad with no seniors gives
Northwestern some momentum
going into Carmody's second
season.
"Some of these guys have
improved and we'll be able to
expand their games a littl e bit in
the offseason," Carmody said.
Carmody said that 6-foot-8inch junior forward Tavaras
Hardy's improvement is key to
the success of next year's team .
" Hopefully next year he will
come out and be making threepoint shots," Carmody said.
"Because if he can do that it
would help us immeasurably as
far as cutting and our offensive
sets."

UIC
CotmNUED FROM BACK PAGE

The game was a rematch of
last season's first round MCC
Tournament contest, won by
U!C 70-54.
Collins said he hopes his
team learned a lesson at the
hands of the Vikings.
"You have to protect the
basketball and you have to
take good shots," he said.
"All of these games are relatively close. A turnover here
or a bad shot there can determine the outcome of the
game."
Collins also thought hi s
team might have won had
they not celebrated so early
fo llowing Cook's three-pointer.
"My fee ling was that the
game was not over yet. You
g uys are celebrating and
j umping around and you're
wasting energy and emotion

that could be saved for the
defensive end. As it turns o ut,
I was right," Collins said, trying to force out a laugh.
Despite the disheartening
outcome, the Flames immediate future appears exciting.
They return fou r starters, they
will get injured center Thor
Solverson back and their two
top recruits from last yearCedric Banks and Marte ll
Bailey-will become eligible.
Collins said he hopes next
year's team competes every
time they step on the floor.
" You talk a lot about X's
and O's," he said. "But just
like the end of [the Cleveland
State) game-[Vikings Head
Coach Rollie Massimino]
didn't plan that last shot, so
you have to have tough-hardnosed people who get out and
do the small things it takes to
win.,

CONTINUED FROM BACK PAGE

Photos by Patrick L. Pyszka/Chronicle

(above) UIC sophomore Maurice Brown
has six points and 11 rebounds in the
Flames loss to Cleveland State. (Below)
Taurus Cook scored 18 of his 21 points in
the second half.

Five major conference teams that will lose in the 1st or
2nd round of the NCAA Tournament

season. After a 12-18 season that may not see m like good news, but
it is. The Blue Demons will finally have the talented, veteran squad
they need to overcome the below-average bench coaching of Pat
Kennedy and compete with the nation's top 20 teams. And if
Kennedy can't win with next year's squad, then he should n't be
coach ing basketball.
UIC doesn't have any coaching questions. In four seasons Jimmy
Collins has brought his program to respectabil ity. The Flames were
athletic and deep this season, but they lacked a true point guard.
While Joe l Bullock was versatile, he struggled to create his own
shot and create for his teammates. Next season that won't be a
problem. Enter Martell Bailey, the younger brother of Loyola's
David Bailey. Coll ins called the younger sibling the best point
g uard he has ever recruited, including his 13 years as an assistant at
Illinois. Couple Bailey with the addition of Cedric Banks, one of
the nations Top-30 recruits a year ago, and you have an exciting
tandem. And it's not as if they will be alone. Besides Bullock,
everybody is back.
Loyola needs some help. But the elder Ba iley, who will be a junior, is a good start. If they can get some improvement out of will-be
junior guard Jerell Parker and sophomore center Herbert Radke, the
Ramblers wi ll be able to compete with everyone in their conference.
For Northwestern, there is good news and bad news. The good
news is the Wildcats have everybody back. The bad news is that the
Wildcats have everybody back. Northwestern didn't have a senior
on its team this year. And even worse, they only have one player
taller than 6-foot-8-inchcs, and he is a mere 200 pounds. Bill
Carmody must recruit size for Northwestern to be a threat to upset
the Big Ten's elite. However, with what they have and a few good
breaks, the Wildcats could make the NIT next season.
Bo Ellis needs time to change the perception of Chicago State.
They are scheduled to break ground anytime now on a new 6,500
seat arena. Until they move in, Ellis must get players to overachieve. Which is something he thinks he can do. As Ellis said , " If
Chicago State was easy to tum around, it would have been done a
long time ago." Good Luck.
Just think, only ten months until we get to see the Bailey brothers
do battle. Could there be anything more exciting for Chicago basketball? The renaissance is coming.

Each WHk the Chronicle aporta experta will make their plcka for five baaketball gamea for the
upcoming week. If you think you can do better, aend your pl cka to GhcouchOaol.com or call
them In to the Chronicle aporta line at 312-344-7088. Your plcka muat be In no later than each
Tueaday at 6 p.m.. The peraon who doea the beat will appear In next wHka' •Bet agaln•t the
boya and the girt.• Here are thla week'• gamea and the way our guya and our gir l picked them.
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Record: 6-9

Record: 8-7

Record: 9-6

Ohio State
Wake Forest
Arizona
Oklahoma
G-Town

Indiana
UNC
UCLA
Iowa St.
Notre Dame

Wisconsin
Wake Forest
UCLA
Oklahoma
Notre Dame

M. Richmond

N. Buethe

Wake Forest
Notre Dame
Oklahoma
Cincinnati
Arkansas

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)-B .B.
Waldon scored 22 points and
Altron Jackson added 20 as
South Florida beat DePaul 63-59
Wednesday in the first round of
the Conference USA tournament.
Waldon hit 9-of-15 shots and
Jackson 8-of-18 for the sixthseeded Bulls ( 18- 12), who overcame a I 0-point deficit in the
second half to snap a three-game
losing streak.
Bobby Simmons scored 20
points and Joe Tulley and Lance
Williams added 13 each for the
eleventh-seeded Blue Demons
(12-18), who lost their fifth
stra ight game.
The Bulls ad vanced to take on
No. 3 seed Charlotte at I p.m.
Thursday.
South Florida trailed by six at
halftime and by I 0, 34-24, with
17:42 to play. Wa ldon then
scored six points during an 11-0
run to give the Bulls their first
lead of the half, 35-34, with
14:25 remaining.
DePaul regained the lead on an
lmari Sawyer 3-point play and

Steve Hunter's putback, but the
Bulls outscored the Blue
Demons 16-2 over the next six
minutes to take a 51-41 lead with
5:20 rema ining.
DePaul closed the gap in the
final minute, pulling within 5957 on Tulley's ) -pointer with 36
seconds to play. Cedric Smith hit
four free throws in the final 17
seconds to preserve the victory.
Each team shot 38 percent from
the field, and the Bulls out
rebounded the Blue Demons 4139.
Down 7-5, a 14-2 run gave
DePau l 19-9 lead midway
through
the
first
hal f.
Consecutive
3-pointers
by
Simmons put the Blue Demons
up 25- 11 with 8:52 to play.
From that point on, however,
DePaul did not hit another field
goal and South Florida outscored
the Blue Demons 13-5 to cut the
margin to 30-24 at halfti me.
Simmons hit all four of his 3point attempts and two free
throws for 14 first-half points.
Jackson, Conference USA's
sixth-man of the year, mi ssed all
four of his shot attempts and was
scoreless at halftime.

Couch

Bet against the boys and the girl
Picks for March 12-18

By Steve Bailey
AP Sports Writer

•WI
A. Holst

Record: 7-8

Ohio State
Duke
Arizona
Oklahoma
G-Town

Guest: Bill Kuhn

Record: 2-3

Indiana
G-Town
Notre Dame
Wisconsin
Ohio State

Crushing defeat
Buzzer-beater ends
Rames' season, Coach
blames early celebration
By Graham Couch
Sports Editor
DAYTON. Ohio-All defeats hurt. Some give the losing
team a lump in their stomach. UICs loss to C leveland
Stme in the firSt round of the MCC Tournament March 3
likely made Head Coach Jimmy Collins want to vomit.
C leveland State's Jamaal Harris hit a three-pointer as
the clock expired, beating sixth-seeded UIC 62-6 1 at
Wright State's Nutter Center.
Trailing 58-59. UICs Taurus Cook drilled a three-pointer from the left wing with 19.5 seconds remaining. "The
Flames' Jon-Pi=-e Mitchom then knocked the ball loose
from the VIkings· Theo Dixon with three seconds to go.
Cleveland State came up with the ball allowing lfarris to
hit his shot.
"'If we would've had a linle more energy. we could've
had that last loose ball:· said UIC Head Coach Jimmy
Collins.
UIC (11-17. 5- 10) trailed by nine points with just over
15 minutes remaining. "Then. shouting. "They can't hold
me.- Cook took over. The Flames clawed their way back
tying the game at 47 with eight minutes left.
"The Vikings banled back. taking a 59-55 lead with under
a minute to play. Cook then banked a leaning three-pomter with 41.8 seconds to play. trimming the deficit to one
and setting up the exciting yet disappointing finish for the
Flames. He scored 18 of his team-high 21 points in the
second half.
Foul trouble plagued the Flames throughout the game.
Joe con. UlC"s best offensive option in the first half.
fouled out with 11 :14 to play. lie scored 10 points m j ust

UIC's Maurice Brown watches Cleveland State c.~ following their 62-61 victory.
16 minutes.
'" When JScottJ get' in foul trouble we don't play well,"
Collins said. " When he went down we knew we were
going to have to do it on the perimeter because we were
missmg that inside presence...
Neither team could gain an advantage in the first half

as there were seven ties and six lead changes before
C leveland State went into the locker room Jeadins 27-24
Oixon led the third-seeded Vtkings (19-12. 10-5) wi1h
22 points and Harris added 20.

Butler too much for Bailey, Ramblers
first half. Butler then beld him for
just one of four from the field and
four points in the !CCOIId ball
'11ley keyed on me more,"
Bailey said. '11ley stopped my
penetration from the middle and
doubled-teamed me and my shoes
weren' t falling."

Fanner wasn't sure will& _ .
pened to his team's defawe in tiie
second half. Loyola allowed
Butler to shoot ~for-I 0 from
beyond the an:, as QIIIIOSCCI to the
one for six they hcki the Bulldogs
to in the lint half.
Farmer opted not to play Ryan

Blanltson. one of the Rambler's
belt inside players until the 7:24
mart of the second half. Fanner
said the decision not to play the
~foot-6

forward was based on

matchups.
_
Even with Butler's hot shooting
down the stret~ h. Loyola's
Ac:hlllcs hal may have been their
lDibi)JCy -. hani on to the ball.
'l'hcy had 22 tumoven to Butler's
eit~ht.

Schin Kerr KOred 14 points and
led Lnyola with l!Clven n:bo1u\d:!

I>AY fON. Oluo

There ,. unly

"' much thef one man ~ do Por

Ul ®IWMO. S-fOOI 3--tnt.h l>llv!d
fml4ry .cared 1 - evrry way
~Me

m

efToo to kee-p
l,ayoftt "' the
Pt~HJ 1pm~t top-oeeded 1nd
evmk/81 Cfftlf~
t hamporm
11n

crs)tft..-~

&tldlf

l'tJt
lilllf it worltlld
MIM . . hlldo._. lttmped

down defcnoovely ond went ''" to
rout the Rambl r~ 7H- ~2 on the
lirot "'""d of the M("C
fnumament March I at Wro~t
•u..te ' • Nutter Lc ntcr. endon11

Loyola'• OU!I<lfl
the pme ••• 1 movnc~m of
the R~~mhlet~ · OUO!I<m l,oke 110
m11ny ti~ billfore. Loyula put up
• li[tht fOf a half. tr~llin' Jtlllt 1227 111 the intcrml"loo- t'llen the
fi[tht left thern and IJutler'' &alent
t111rlt !flllf. l"lle Hulldop hit bkk·
1!>-IJ!d ---~ by

IJtlndoo

Moller ttnd h~tnn&!l l~~~:fuun t1•

•tart the ~ond half. 'The rwo

lun11· rlnl!e buckets. both otT
Loyola turnovers. keyed a 23-S

run that put the l!fii1\Cl out of
teallh.
"Tho two three's they hit at the
blll!inninl! of the I4IC(Jnd half flllvo

them "" t<l11•·" Mid Loyulllll«*d
Larry l'lll'ltlet. "Than they

('l*:h

r.. lly klllllof tettled down."

A lk>jec"t.d IJil ley ..,.nt the 1ut
four mlnut I of the Pffle lilt lhe
~h wflh 11 tow•l IMif hla held.
IJaJfey llad ll«1f11d 17 point• on
ven

fi>r

n.lllt! shoutittM Ill the
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